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Murray State University's Life and
teaming classes now have a new
twist The science of Yoga. Yoga.
which is the World's oldest science of
physical and mental development,
began .n India over S,000 years ago
and i. ' ecoming a popular means of
relaxaton in today's fast pace
society.
Mrs. Dixie Stone (upper left),
Calvert City, is the Yoga instructor.
The class is made up of 22 students
averaging in age from 18-51 Here she
is doing some stretching exercise.
Mrs. Rita McKee!, .Murray. (upper
right), does -an exercise called Rock
the Baby.
Steve Fitzgerald. Murray: does
some' neck exercises, (lower left).
Fitzgerald is one of two males
enrolled in the class. (Left to right are)
Fitzgerald, Mrs. Phyllis Haldimann.
Murray; Mrs. Mckeel and Man Wise.
Photos by Wilson Woolle•
Van Cliburn To Appear In Concert Here Tuesday
World-renowned pianist Van Cliburn
will appear in concert in Murray on
Thursday, Dec. 2, in Lovett Auditorium
on. the Murray State University cam-
pus.
The concert is under the sponsorship
of the Murray Civic Music Association
and will begin at 8:15 p.m. No single
admissions will be sold to the concert.
Murray Civic Music Association
members will be admitted as will MSU
students who present their ID cards.
Each season Cliburn makes more
Diabetes Testing Labeled
The diabetes testing program here
recently has been labeled a "huge
success" by Detection Chairman
Charlotte Sturm.
"This was truly a, community effort
and it took many people in order to
make it work," Mrs. Sturm said. A
grand total of 862 persons were
screened during the clinics.
Mrs. Sturm expressed her ap-
preciation to Dr. Donald Hughes, who
has worked closely with the program,
and to R. L. Cooper, Bob Cox, Daphene
Mowery, Mona Purdom, Rita Kirth,
Jim Erwin, MIU" Wilson, Amelia.
McLeod, and Joan Harmon of the
•••
health department.
Murray Woman's Club and Magazine
Club members who participated in the
clinics included Irma LaFollette,
Maude Nance, Sally Livesay, Desiree
Hosick, Martha Carter, Mary Jennings,
Mrs.- Kirby Jennings, Mary Gertzen,
Inez Claxton, and Mrs. A. M. Alexan-
der.
Dr. Judith Hood, from Murray State
University, was assisted by members
of the Kentucky Association of Nursing
Students.
Students from the Murray School of
Licensed Practical Nursing who par-
ticipated included Pam Gilliharn, Carla
Construction is nearing completion on a bridge located on the Cecil
Holland Rd, east of highway 641 North. The bridge, which has been out
for approximately two years, crosses Clarks River. The new structure is
120 feet long and 24 feet wide and is supported by 42.foot.concrete
piers.
than sixty appearances in The United
States and Canada, and each summer
attracts hordes of admirers to out-door
festivals such as Saratoga, Ravinia
Park, Interlochen, Garden State
Festival' in New Jersey, Philadelphia's
Robin Hood Dell, the Hollywood BOK I
'Success'
Sanderson, Geri Chilcutt, Mna
Johnson, Marilyn Wallace, Donna Ellis.
Letricia Cooper, Nancy Teckingick,
Martha Reed and Glenda Winstead
The highest blood sugar reading
found in the clinics was 300. A normal
reading is from 80 to 120. All of the
elevated cases were referrals and were
instructed to contact their physiclan
immediately, Mrs. Sturm said.
Many known diabetics were found
and signed up' for membership in Chi'
newly formed diabetics club, to be
known as the Calloway-Marshall
Diabetics Club, A. D. Affiliate.
.•
Y461Pit
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The work loge jor_the_bridge i,o. been provided by men hired under
the C.E.T.A. program of Calloway County judge Robert 0. Miller and un-
der 04 supervision of Ed Miller, cnunty- bridge supervisor. Here, con-
crete is being poured for one s-ection of the concrete and steel bridge
CLT.A. workers and county road department employees involved in
the construction of the bridge, which has been underway since August,




Typical of the reviews he has been
receiving is this one from James Felton
following-a Cliburn performance of the
Grieg Piano Concerto: "Van Cliburn
had another musical love affair with a
near-capacity audience cif at thirty-
five thousand screaming fills at Robin
Hood Dell last night. It seemed like a
rerun of every season for the past
decade.. .He still has his Old magic, his
hold on an almost fanatical Cheering
sea of humanity hanging on to every
note."
At the request of the President-of the
Philippine Islands, Van Cliburn has
made two triumphant tours there, tcr
enraptured audiences and critical
acclaim.
His many recordings for RCA have
'all been best-sellers and have received
great attention from critics..
The boyish charm and gracious
manners and interest in people that he
has always had are still with him.
•




James C. Vernon, Commissioner of
the Kentucky Department of Public
Information, will be the featured
speaker at the Murray Chamber of
Commerce Golden Anniversary
Banquet to be held Monday.
The banquet will be held at 6:30 p. m.
at the Colonial House Smorgasbord.
The Citizen of the Year Award will also
be made at that time.
A slide presentation, one of the tools
being used by state officials to sell
potential new industry on locating _in
the state, will also be presented at the
banquet.
The presentation, which shows the
charms and advantages- of Kentucky
for both tourists and industry, was put
together by a three-member team of
the multi-media division of the state
Department. of 'Public Information —
the-rirst such project it had ever un-
dertaken.
The presentation was created for
Gov.. Julian Carrori industry-tourist
seeking trip to Europe in September.
But Carroll was so impressed with the
show he has had it shown to a number of
gatherings since then, including his
recent Economic Development Con-
ference in Louisville.
The show was taken to Paris, Frank-
fort, Brussels and London, with two
language teachers from Cincinnati
hired to do French and German ver-
sions. The German version was shown
recently for a group of German jour-
nalists who visited Kentucky as a result
of Gov. Carroll's trip.
The presentation is shown on three
seven-foot wide screens with specially
designed stereo sound equipment.
From the opening scene of a jet airliner
James C. Vernon
taking off, to a closing sunset-over Red
River Gorge, the show is a fast moving
vision of horses, rolling farm lands,
tobacco fields, mountains and lakes
interspersed with plugs for the state's
industrial advantages — including a
good highway system, abundant
waterways, accessible energy source in
coal and productive labor supply.
ckground music ranges from
jo picking to a moying instrumental
version of My Old Kentucky Home.
A total of six slide projects are used
for the 10-minute show, which includes
some 400 slides. The majority of the
slides were in the Public Information
Department's library or were taken by
Department photographers. The art
section helped produce drawings which
blend into a photo of the same scene.
Prentice Colson Killed
In Accident On Friday
Calloway County recorded the first
traffic fatality in West Kentucky for the
Thanksgiving Holiday weekend when a
Murray Route Six man fell to his death
from the tailgate of a pickup truck
Friday at noon. - - - -
Kentucky State Police said Prentice
H. Colson, Route Six, age 66, was riding
on the-tailgate of a pickup truck loaded
with burley, when he apparently lost his
balance and fell off the truck.
Colson was pronounced dead at the
scene, according to state police.
The truck was driven by June Lee
Colson, of Route One Almo. No other
vehicles were involved in the accident.
The accident occurred around noon
Friday, 5.8 miles east of Murray on
Highway 94.
Mr. Colson is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Lubine Dunn Colson, to whom he
was married on November' 25, 1933.
Other survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Donald (Wanda) Thorn o( Rt. 8,
Murray and Mrs. Danny Owen
Chance ofShowers
-Mostly cloudy with a chance of showers
and slowly falling temperatures today.
Much colder with occasional snow
showers tonight and Sunday. Lows
tonight in the upper 20s to low 30s.
Highs Sunday in the mid to upper 30s.
Clearing and continued cold Monday.
Chances of measurable precipitation
are 40 per cent today, 60 per cent
tonight, 70 per cent Sunday.
(Glenda r Washburn of Rt. 3, Benton;
three sons, Prentice Colson, Jr. of
Reidland, Cleo Colson of Rt. I, Alino,,
and Glenn Colson of Symsonia; three
sisters, Mrs. Spdie Priester and Mrs.
Mamie Vance -both of Paducah, and
Mrs. Emma Trewolla of Greenwood,
Miss.; four brothers, Starkie Colson,
Sr. of Alm% Rufe Colson of East
Prairie, Mo., Elbert Colson of Paducah,
and Alvis Colson of Franklin. Twelve
grandchildren and one great-
grandchild also survive.
Mr. Colson, a retired farmer, was
born on March 9, 1910, in Calloway
_County, and his parents were the late
William E. -Colson and Alice Falwell
Colson. He was a member of the Sugar
Creek Baptist Church.
Funeral services will be held at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home Sunday at 2:30 p.m. Burial will
follow in the Outland Cemetery.
Friends may call at the "Blalock-













Let's Stay Well 10
Deaths & Funerals._ ..... 10
.
Calloway County judge Robert 0. Miller checks progress on the
bridge in its final stages of completion.
Photos.bf Rachel Flora
Calloway Co. Public Relaltonk
•
•
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'Deaf. AlAt
Mom Can't Love Her
Ugly Duckling
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I know I should be grateful that my
13-year-old daughter is healthy and bright, but she is so
ugly that it's hard to love her. I am often cruel to her, and
then I feel guilty because I know it's not her fault that she's
not better -looking.
Both my husband and I are fairly attractive. We've done._
everything to help her —teeth straightened, good hair cut,
nice clothes, treatment for acne, etc., but she's still a very
homely girl.
I find myself bitter and resentful of my friends'
attractive children because my daughter is so ugly. What
can I do?
CRUEL AND FEELING GUILTY
DEAR CRUEL: If you condition your love on the
cosmetic qualities of your daughter, you are the ugly one.
only your ugliness doesn't show.
I regard your frank confession as a cry for help. Get into
therapy before your "bright and healthy" daughter suffers
•erious psychological damage from your cruelty and sadly
twisted values.
DEAR ABBY: My husband went on a 10-day business
trip recently, and he wrote me three letters. He addressed
the first one to "Mary Smith," the second to "Mrs. Mary
Smith," and the third to "Ms. Mary Smith."
I have a friend who studies psychology, and she told me
that my husband's addressing me as he did—carefully
avoiding using "Mrs. John Smith"—was his way of
"de-wifing" me.
I should add that when my husband returned from the
trip, he was as affectionate and loving as ever, and he
certainly didn't "de-wife" me then.
What do you think of my friend's theory?
PERPLEXED
DEAR PERPLEXED:'Not much. And if I were you, I
would "de-friend" her.
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for four years, but my
husband still maintains the bachelor apartment he had
before he married me. (He and I are now living in my
apartment.)
We are in need of a new TV. He has a very good one in
his apartment, which is hardly used and was purchased
just before we were married, but he refuses to move it
over here, even though nobody is getting any use out of it
where it is.
This is only a minor issue. Why he needs to keep that
apartment is what really bothers me. He keeps kidding me
about wanting a place to go in case we have a fight or
decide to separate.
I care for him a lot and woulcl hate to break up over his
keeping that apartment. How do you figure this?
IRKED IN N.J.
DEAR IRKED: Your husband's insistence on keeping an
apartment suggests that your marriage is near the reef.
Why not ask him to rent a "retreat" for you? His excuse is
as flabby as the idea is shabby.
Hate to writs letters? Send $I to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212', for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (244) envelope.
7SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
Will Be Open Every Sunday -
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs

















Senior citizens attending a potluck luncheon held at the home of Vernon and Tom-
mi Turner of Kirksey Route One were Thyra Crawford, Lalla Boyd, Flossie Snow, Willie
Emerson, Edna McReynolds, Lee Mills, Daisy Wickoff, Lavola Page, Claud Page, Maggie
Paschall, Hazel Ahart, Hazel Locke, Florene Erwin, Mr. and Mrs. Nanney, Nellie Bell,
Minnie Bell Shrader, Mary Gupton, Charlie Marr, Marie Carter, Mildred Barnett, Mary
Watkins, Lela Culp, Treva Washer, Bill Marose, Billy Marose, Karl Lee, Mr. and Mrs. john
Turner, Willard Turner and daughter, Tamie, and the Turners.
usgt COMMUNITY





Mr. and Mrs. Pat Falwell
will be honored on their golden
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Community
Room, North Branch of
Peoples Bank, North 12 and
Chestnut Streets, from 2:30 to
five p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Burie V.
Waldrop will be honored on
their 50th wedding an-
niversary with a reception at
the Murray Woman's Club
House from two to four p. m.
Monday, November 29
Pack 73 will meet at South-
west Elementary School
cafeteria at seven p.m. All
Webeloes and boys, age 10 and
over, are urged to attend. All
parents are welcome and
parent helpers are needed for
the Webeloes.
Advanced registration for
the 1977 spring semester at
Murray State University
begins in the student center.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, at
seven p.m.
Baptist Men of Sinking
Spring Church will meet at
seven p.m. at Perkins Pan-
cake house.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the church for the week of
prayer program with LaRue
Wilson as leader.
Tuesday, November 30
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens with clean up
•day at 10:30 a.m., sack lunch
at noon, and band practice at
one p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
for the week of prayer-
program.
Exhibitions of paintings and
drawings by Cynthia D.
Womble, Paducah, drawings
and paintings by William J.
Easley, Nicholasville, pain-
tings and drawings by Evelyn
M. Cox, Radcliff, and works in
3-D by Mary Handshy,
Springfield, Ill., will open in
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
and continue through
December 8.SASQUATCH 
Presented by North American Productions. Oregon, Ltd.
- New Meying - One Week Only
(CIATAPYIPTA 
fhowtimes: Sat. and Sun: 1, 3, 7, 9 PM
"SASQUATCH" not included $ rite
Mon., Tue., Wed.: 7 and 9 PM 
in 
Sorry, no passes accepted
MISS YOUR PAPER?
%Ascribe's who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger I,
Times by 5:30 p. a. Monday.
Friday or by 3:30 p. ns. en Sear.
days are urged to call 753-1916
between 5:30 p. m. and 6 p. wt.,
Monday-Friday, or 330p. a.
and 4p. a. Saturdays, ie insert
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
must be pieced by bp. a. week.





Women will meet at 6:30 p.m.
for a potluck supper and
mission study led by Thyra
Crawford.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:15 a.m.
at the church to go to Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly to
hear missionaries from Rome,
Italy. Vans will leave at 6:15
p.m. to go for the same
program.
Royal .Lipizzan Stalliols
from Austria will appear int
special exhibition at the
Livestock and Exposition
Center at 7:30 p.m. All,
tickets are $5.50 and will oe
sold at the door.
MSU Symphony Orchestra,
directed by Prof. Neale
Mason, will perform at 8:15
p.m. in Lovett auditorium.
Exhibit of paintings by Jim
Cantrell, Bardstown, will open
at Clara M. Eagle Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
MSU, and will continue
through December 21.
Gladys Williamson Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at the home
of Eve Paschall.
Ruth Warren BYW Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church




Garden Club will dine at a
local restaurant and finish the
lesson on shuck flowers.
Dr. Bill Whittaker will teach
the mission study at First
Baptist Church at 6:45 p.m.
following the fellowship
supper with a Mexican menu
at six p.m.
Spread bread stuffing over a
flank steak, roll up and tie or
skewer. Roast in a moderate
oven, on a rack if you like, un-
til tender — usually about lk.•
hours.
Nowadays Lebanon bologna
comes in vacuum-sealed pack-
ages. Sliced, the bologna makes
a good addition to a platter of
cold meat to be served for a
summer supper
Pantryshelf quickie salad:
drain a canned vegetable such
as green beans or asparagus
and marinate with French
dressing. Serve on lettuce and
garnish with tomato slices or
,wedges
We ore pleased to
.announce that Amy
'Young, bride-elect of

















Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
1Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA
A new contact made now
could be diverting as well as
thought-provoking. In fact, you
should find personal relation-
ships in general highly
stimulating.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t$6,
This should be one of your
better days. You should be the
center of attraction in whatever
circle you find yourself —
business or pleasure.
GEMINI
( May n to June 21) 11.19-
Mercury influences not too
friendly. Avoid getting in over
your head — especially where
you happen to be on unfamiliar
ground.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) elle)
Keep on your toes now. A
competitive factor of which you
are unaware could be building
up. Watch, too, for some tricky
maneuvering.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .124iQ
Watch for signs, of indolence,
carelessness, anything that
slows progress. These in-
clinations are possible now, and
it will be up to you to curb them.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24' to Sept. 23) WP t k
It will pay you to look below
the surface now. New trends
may result in agreement, where
tisere was only opposition
before.
(Sept.UBl  24 to Oct. 23) Ani
You may find yourself hoping
for opportunity while actually
standing still. This must not be.
Take the reins and DRIVE
toward your goals.
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22) W114F
Extra responsibilities in-
dicated. Tackle regular duties
first, then take on what you can
— within reason. Don't over-
crowd your schedule.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A big day for big doings. Use
your best assets and you can do
considerable to help form new
plans, improve and organize
effectively. Do not hesitate to
take forward steps.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) I/14C
Stellar influences favor those
who are soundly progressive. A
good period for REAL ad-
vancement. Forget past
disappointments. Your mind
should be on present aspirations
and future goals.
AQUARIUS =At
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Generous Uranus influences
stimulate your adaptability and
inventiveness, heighten your
imagination. Much can be done
on a day such as this!
(PISCESFeb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
XC.
There is a tendency to
vacillate now. Avoid it. If you
seem bogged down in efforts,
take time to reorganize. New
methods could help.
'YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a dualism of
interests. Since you are both
creative and practical, you may
want — and possibly need = two
outlets for your talents —
business as a career, with art as
an avocation, or vice versa. In
business, you enjoy big en-






Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Emotionalism or tern-
peramentalism could get you
Into trouble if not careful. Self-
control needed — especially in
romantic situations.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Present conditions may not
warrant certain expansion
you've in mind. Go slow if
conservative opposition arises.
GEMINI
(May 12 to June 21) 114fr
You may run into some
unusual situations now. Be your
innately judicious self and you
should be able to cope well.
Many fine influences!
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23)
Don't lose patience with
slower, more aggravating
persons: It will only upset you,
may result in fruitless disputes.
Also, avoid pessimists and
trouble-makers.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. M) 41244:
You are mostly on your own to
manipulate this day as you will.
Start optimistically and
maintain a pace which permits
occasional reviewing to avoid
pitfalls.
VIRGO
FIP‘'Itt(Aug. 24 to Sept. U)
Good planetary influences
encourage vigorous action and
plans made for the good of all
concerned. You may get an
opportunity to capitalize on a
hobby. •
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arlit
A good day for planning next
week's activities. But make
some time for relaxation.
Personal relationships, social
Interests and travel especially
favored.
SCORPIO In/eV(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
'This could be a mild period
unless you put your usual fire
and buoyancy into it. Corn-
=Matte with those who share
your interests. A pooling of
ideas could prove highly
profitable.
FOR SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 211, WlS
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
You will probably be more
interested in future potentials
than in weekend merry-making.
This is all to the good, since
some fine opportunities are in
the offing.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Icrtiiii)c
Wait before you offer an
opinion; think twice before
acting on decisions made in
haste. Aim higher than you
expect to reach and results will
surprise you.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your instinct to help others
may be needed suddenly, and in
a most unexpected area. It isn't
likely that you'll be found
wanting.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) 
X
er
A promising outlook, but
reject dubious ideas and
suggestions. Determine the
worth of all propositions before







YOU BORN TODAY have
been blessed with a high order
of intellect, sparkling
Imagination and a delightful
sense of humor. You are
progressive in your methods
and keenly analytic in your
thinking; would make an out-
standing lawyer, jurist or
statesman; could also shine in
science °ran educational wit.
As well endowed with business
acumen as other Sagittarians
and equally likely to succeed in
such a field, you, nevertheless,
would probably not find such a
career as congenial as a
profession or as an exponent of
one of the arts. You have a great
'ease of beauty — with a special
affinity for music, !sainting,
literature and the drama. Birth-
date William Blake, poet,
painter, mystic; Artur
Rubinstein, pianist-composer;
Brooks Atkinson, drama aitic.
ede,at
Manley Home Scene Of Meeting Of
New Concord Homemakers Club...
Mrs. Ray Manley opened
her home for the meeting of
the New Concord
Homemakers Club held on
Wednesday, November 10, at
eleven a. in, with the
president, Mrs. Charlie
Stubblefield, presiding.
The devotion from James
4:2 and 1:6 was read by Mrs.
Rose Rice. Mrs. Effie
Edwards read the minutes,
called the roll, and gave the
financial report.
"Crock Pot Cooking" was
the major lesson presented by
Mrs. Rainey Lovins who
prepared chicken Creole,
barbecue pork, stuffed pep-
pers, and dressing for the noon
meal.
Mrs. Manley prepared
pumpkin pie with whipped
cream and the Cokes and
coffee to serve with the crock
pot cooking to the fourteen
members preSeril.
The minor lesson on Sand
Sculpture was presented by




was read by Mrs. Ed Davis.
The next meeting will be a
Christmas party with an
exchange of gifts and
revealing sunshine friends or
Wednesday, December 8, at




Your heating thermostat is a very important little de-
vice because it regulates your heating system. And if
handled carefully, it can be a real energy saver. Here's
how—
Set it at the lowest comfortable temperature and
leave it alone. We recommend 68 degrees or lower. For
every degree above 68 your heating costs -rise 3 or 4
percent.
Set the thermostat back when you leave for more than
a day. Then set it up to the usual temperature when you
return. No, you can't get "instant" heat with a higher
setting; you'll just waste energy.
Handle your thermostat with care, because it handles
a very valuable commodity—your heating energy.
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Letter To The Editor
Support Appreciated
Dear Editor: '
We would like to express our ap-
preciation to the many businesses and
indivlduals for the support and
donations given for our semi-annual
toffee break held November 6 at
Beshear Gym, Murray State Univer-
sity.
The following made donations: The
Green Door, JuDons, United Figure
Salon, Woods Florist, Wild Raspberry,
College Shop, Tree of Life, Lovett
Brothers, Blankenship Auto Parts,
Murray Auto Parts, M&G Complete
Glass, Associated Lumber, Rickman
and Norsworthy, National Lumber,
J&B Music, Toy Box, Smith's Discount
Carpet Store, Murray Vocational
School, West Kentucky Cabinet Shop,
Fancy Plants, Sherwin-Williams,
Carroll Volkswagen, Parker Ford, Inc.,
Murray Supply, Jim Fain Motors,
Storey's Food Giant, Jerry's
Restaurant, Burger Queen, Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Cunningham Auto
Repair, Murray Ledger & Times, Coca-
Cola Bottling Company, Murray
Datsun, Inc., West Kentucky CB Radio
of Fulton, Sammy Tidwell, WNBS
Radio Station, WCBL Radio Station,
Murray Cablevision, WPSD-TV
Paducah, Sarge-Water Valley, Weaver
Popcorn Company, Magnum 44 In-
diana, Patch Man and Patch Girl,
10 Years Ago
Robert Edward (Ted) Coleman died
early today in a fire at his mobile home
trailer at Pine Bluff Shores.
Other deaths reported included Fate
Wilson of Hazel, Aubrey G. James of
Kirksey, and Mrs. Annie Boyd of
Murray.
Bill Furgerson has been named as
head football coach at Murray State
University to replace Don Shelton who
has resigned as poach.
Don Robinson, William Moffatt,
Richard Denton, Norman Klapp, Freed
Gotham, John L. Williams, and Dick
Sykes, all of Murray, attended the
Rizpah Temple Fall Ceremonial held at
Madisonville. They were accompanied
by their wives.
Joye Rowland, Bobbie Garrison,
Betty Powell, Mildred Hodges,
Katherine Lax. Wanda Nance, Betty
Riley, Jean Woods, Dee Donelson, and
Isabel Parks had top ten averages in
bowling in the Magic Tri League this
week.
Nashville, Tenn., and Big K Engravers
at Dawson Springs.
Thanks also to the entertainers: Sure
Road Quartet, Memorial Baptist
Puppets, and The Country Gentlemen.
Also thanks to all members and non-
members for their help and support in





The City of Murray has been notified
by Civil Aeronautics Administration
that Its application for federal aiSin the
.construction of a municipal airport has
been set for action.
Deaths reported this week include
John Frank Book, age 77, Mrs. Alpha
Williams, age 42, and Rosa Lee Hurt,
age 75.
Oklahoma A & M College has
dedicated the Ben Brumley Memorial
Dispensary, located in its Veterans
Village. Brumley, graduate of Murray
High School, died there last July while a
student.
Cheerleaders at Murray Training
School are Betty YanceY, Sue Work-
man, Sue Hughes, and Jackie Miller.
W. R. Perry haiaccepted the position
of warehouse manager of the Calloway
County Soil Improvement Association;
Phil Cutchin, soli-of Mr. and Mrs.
Carlisle Cutchin of Murray, was named
as captain of the 1946 University of
Kentucky football team. He is a senior
at UK.
Births-reported this week include a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Ed Sledd on
November 26, .a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Aubrey Clay Smith on November 23, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jiguny Jones on
November 23, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Shelby Regan, Jr., on November 26.
Bible Thought
Turn ye again now every one
from his evil way.. and dwell in
the land that the Lord hath
given unto you....Jeremiah
25:5.
Selfishness is sin that brings
its own miseries. Prophets still
call men and nations to new
goodness.
20 Years Ago
Three automobiles were stolen here
last night and one of them, a 1957
Studebaker Hawk, is still missing. The
other two were found south of Murray.
The Hazel Fire Department was
called to the home of Joe Winchester,
located about two miles east of Hazel,
yesterday. The home was destroyed but
two adjoining buildings were saved.
Bro. Leonard Cole who has served as
pastor of Elm Grove Baptist Church for
seven y4ars has resigned to accept the
pastorate of the First Baptist Church at
Eddyville.
Births reported include a boy, John
Neil, to Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Edward
Riley on November 18, and a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Edward Morton on
November 19.
Rodney Warren hit for 25 ..points for
Lynn Grove as they beat Lyon County
High School 70 to 62. -
40 Years Ago
The John Wesley Carr Health
Building at Murray State College will
be completed and equipped by
February 1, 1937, according to Jack
Cole, contractor.
Rev. J. Mack Jenkins has been
named as pastor of the First Methodist
Church, Murray, succeeding Rev....0. A.
Marrs who is going to Mayfield.
Deaths reported this week include
Thomas Franklin Beaman, age 78, Mrs.
Gracie Garrison, age 53, Miss R. H.
Paschall, and Cleatus Hart.
Murray State Debate Coach L. J.
Hortin has named L. C. Litchfield of
Fredonia, Cecil Gentry of Reidland,
Sam Boyd Neely and Bob Miller of
Hazel, Robert Myre of Paducah, James
Overby of Alm°, Edd Kellow of Hardin,
Hoyt Jones of Lynn Grove, and Hafford
Paschall of Puryear, Tenn., to the
debate squad at MSC.
Births reported this week include k.
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Glen Trevathan on
November 23 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Marshall on November 22.
Marriages reported this week include
Reba Brewer to Harvey Story on
November 14.
County Agent J. T. Cochran and
Assistant County Agent Kelly Cromwell
are attending the County Agents
Conference in Lexington this week.
Andrew Donelson was honored at a
dinnecin celebration of his 53rd bir-
thday on November 22.
Funnv 11 odd
MEDICINE
S%edish researchers who have used
chewing gum containing nicotine to
wean smokers off cigarets, report that
some of the smokers become addicted
to gum. -We have had people Lake one
or ty% o years to get off the gum, but as a
rule it's easier to come off the gtun than
cigare.s,'' said one doctor. t Goteborgs-
Posten
Consultant orthopedic surgeon Mr.
Arthur Rushford who claims to have
been on call for 24 hours a day, seven
days a week for 24 years has warned
officials at Si. Albans City Hospital that
he imends to have next weekend off.
(Southern Echo, Eng.1
01 i% er Wendell Holmes, the physician
and au, hor, wasted little sympathy on
p.i.Lleots ‘kho would have him believe
Le were sicker than their synt-
p,,,ilis indica led.
lie was once treating a hypochon-
&tat' f1.1- a minor ailment. The patient,
hotAever, was convinced that he was
suffering from some dread disease
which . Holmes was incompetent to
diagnose. He read all the monographs
he could find on his imagined illness.
Then when he came to the office, he,
would complain that he wasn't
receiving the proper treatment and
produce a medical paper to support his
contention.
On one occasien, as he took the paper
out, he said heatedly: "Doctor, it say-s
here ['Could die from what ails me."
"1 hardly •think that is likely,"
disagreed Holmes. "I have never
known a case to be fatal. However,- he
conceded, "if you continue to read
beyond your depth, You could die of a
misprint." Milwaukee Journal)
Walter, a man in his early sixties,
was complaining to his doctor, "I feel
that I'm just not in as good shape as I
should be. I have a friend wt4) is 10
ars older. than I am. Every morning
g. jogs for two hours, plays tennis for
an hour, drinks a bottle of scotch each
day and makes love to a different
woman every night.. he told me all this
himself." "There's no reason why you
can't do the same," said the physician.
"How''" asked Walter. "Easy," said
he doctor, "you lie, also." •
OTHER PAPERS SAY
When a woman driver gets lost, she's '
dumb. When a man-does it, he's taking
the scenic route. — Reinbeck Ia.
Courier
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Echoes From The Past
(1 Column (41as:or-teal and eenealfwictil
anecdote.s..torieN and laaal‘ notc,%.
If 'rine,: Br Judith .-1. ilaupin
Genealogical Records
Genealogist are always interested in
new records of the people who lived in
days gone by; any new collection of
birth, death, or marriage records is
greeted with enthusiasm and the hope
that possibly some long-lost ancestor
will tuoi up _in the pages. Those of us
who don't really qualify as bona-fide
genealogists, but who are interested in
adding to our collections of family lore
share this enthusiasm. For this reason,
whenever I run across any new source
of information, I want to share it with
others.
The Fqrt Campbell Military
Reservation was purchased by the War
Department in 1942; altogether some
100,000 acres of land in Christian and
Trigg Comities, Kentucky, and Mon-
tgomery and Stewart Counties, Ten-
nessee were taken over for the military
post. In this process many private
cemeteries were moved to other
locations. Two members of the
Historical Society of Montgomery
County have compiled a book of records
entitled Cemetery Records of Fort
Campbell, Kentucky which records
both the cemeteries which stillremain
on the post and those which were
moved.
The cemeteries which had to be
moved were relocated mostly in the
following-, cemeteries: Rogers
cemetery, six miles south of Fort
Campbell; Riverview Cemetery in
Clarksville; Greenwood Cemetery in
Clarksville; Liberty Cemetery at the
Liberty Cumberland Presbyterian
Church, south of the Dover Highway;
Flat Lick Cemetery in Herndon,
Kentucky; Fairview Cemetery at
Indian Mound, Tennessee; and
Lafayette Cemetery at Lafayelte,
Kentucky..
The book also records all the
cemeteries which were left on the post,
including the inscriptions found on the
stones, the names of the former lan-
downers on whose property the
cemetery was located, and a fairly
specific description of Where the
cemetery is located.
Some of the names which are
represented in this book, which might
be of _interest to people in-Calloway
Couney are: Keel, Vague, Brame,
Kelly, Dawson, Sholar, Sivills, Wyatt,
Cohoon, Carpenter, McNichols, Gilbert,
Shemwell, Payne, Henry, Turner,
Bush, Bagby, "Boyd, Norfleet, Shrader,
Shoemaker, Hester, Moody, Vaughan,
Moss, Mallory, Parrish, Stone, Bogard,
Knight, and Weaver.
If anyone is interested in getting a
copy of this book, contact Anita
Whitefield Darnell at 638 Madison St.,
Clarksville, Tn. 37040. I believe the book
costs 86.
Back in the days before compulsory.
education, a good deal of the people
eould not read or write. The grand-
father of one of my readers told me a
story he had heard when he was a boy.
It seemed that most of the people, when
they needed a letter written, would go
to the local attorney and ask. him to
write it for them, a common practice in
those. days. So this particular man, who
wanted to write to his sweetheart in the
next county, asked the local lawyer to
transcribe his thoughts for him, which
the attorney proceeded to do. At the end
of the letter the lawyer inquired if the
man wanted anything else included.
After.a pause for thought, the man said.
"Yes, I guess you should say, 'please
excuse the poor writin' and spellin'."
Isn't It The Truth
More doctors are specializing in the
treatment of diseases of the aging,
more bankers are concet ned with the
problems of financing ever longer lives
of retirement, and more oldsters are
jogging to better health --- which is to
say, everybody wants to live long, but
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Don Tucker elected national director
Don Tucker, Murray
Realtor and president of
the Kentucky Board of
Realtors was elected to a
two-year term of the Board
of Directors of the National
Association of Realtors
recently in Houston Texas.
"Realtors have a vital
role to play in encouraging
and practicing efficient
energy use," L. G. Rawl,





ene .g" -saving features in
mes and office buildings
will become increasingly
DAMN NOTES
by William M. Boyd
It's sad but true that-crime.
sometimes payS...pretty
well; in fact. In 1927, Al
Capone, Chicago gangster,
had an estimated gross in-
come of 8105 million, the
highest known income for
any American.
When you need help or advice on money mat-




attractive selling points as
fuel and utility -rates rise.
"Builders will need to
exercise foresight in
planning homes that will be
competitive in the con-
servation features they
offer. And realtors have an
important stake in
promoting energy-efficient
homes that will retain a
high resale value five or
ten years from now."
Rawl said realtors can
"expedite and capitalize on




homebuyer that initial recent recipient of several
investments in energy-4, industry awards in the area
saving features.wirpay out of Life and Health




stated, "We anticipate that
efforts toward energy
conservation could produce
nearly a 20 per cent energy
savings by 1990 relative to
what would be projected
based on continuing
historical trends. Much of
these savings will arise
from voluntary consumer
efforts in response to
higher energy costs, such
as adjusting the thermostat
and reinsultating existing
buildings.
"One of the trends you
can anticipate is growing
use of more efficient heat
pumps in. --all-electric
RawLsaid the remainder
of this century will be a
"transition period for the
United States in converting




energy needs depends on
Beshear receives
industry awards
Ronald W. Beshear is the
Insurance. Beshear was
recently appointed to an




Prior . to moving to
Milwaukee Beshear was
certified to be a Qualifying
Member of the Million
Dollar Round Table. About
1 per cent of the men and
women involved in the sale
of Life and Health
Insurance qualify for this
award.
aggressive development of
all forms of domestic
energy resources as well as
substantial energy con-
servation measures.




of a sound energy policy
today could be an im-
portant determinant of the
quality of American life
many years into the
future."
Clinic Pharmacy innagurates 'Drive-in-Window'
Artist to show at Art craft Gallery
prthira Tucker
Ms. Barbara, Tucker, a
native of Texas and
assistant professor of
nursing at Murray State
University, will have a
showing_ of Ler_ w_ork
beginning Sunday,
December 5 and continuing
for two weeks at Artcraft
Gallery and Photographic
Studios here in Murray.
The gallery will be open
from 9:30 to 6:00 o'clock
daily, and the showing will
open with a reception
Sunday, December 5, froin
2:00 until 5:00 p.m. The
public is invited, and there
is no obligation. Artcraft is
located . at 118 South 12th
Street.
A new prescription
Drive-in Window service is
now being offered by the
Clinic Pharmacy, 5th and
Walnut. This will allow
customers to not have to
leave _their car when
picking up their
prescriptions.
Steve Compton, left and
Darold Kellar, registered
pharmacists knd operators
of the pharmacy predict
this may be the service of
the future. This con-
venience will allow, after a
phone call .to order your
prescription, you to drive
up to their window and not
have to leave your car.
Hamlin and Drake new owners
at Corvette Lanes
ToicniN Hamlin and
Linda Drake are the new
owners of Corvette Lanes_
Hamlin, a retired 'military
officer and manager of the
pro shop at Oaks Country
Club will assume aril% e
management of the lanes
Drako- urrer[th,






















Donnie Parker of Murray Route Five got this four point
buck near Moody's Store in Henry County, Tenn., on
Monday, November 22. The deer field dressed about
119 pounds. This was Parker's first deer and he took this
one with a 30-30 rifle while hunting with his brother,
Tommy Parker.











Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Any Gun
enpyi the uut
Butch Greer Outdoor Editor
—
Ten-year-old Mitchell Turner has a great smile after a full day's hunt during
the first Youth Hunt held at Land Between The Lakes recently. Mitchell's father
accompanied him on the hunt that bagged his first deer. Mitchell lives with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Turner, Route 7, Benton. Fos Foto
AND THE BEAT GOES ON: Only one of many pictures of these two in action, the
dynamic duo scored again. Eddie Rollins and Cliff "fee" Dibble each brought home a
nice buck last week Dibble's went 138 lbs. and 9 points while Eddie's came in there at
2 spikes and 100 lbs. The Dude in the middle is Eddie Green who was in the middle all
day. Nice going fellas!
There is a certain ex-
pression used among four
wheelers that says one "has
gone to the Dogs." Obviously
one not in the "know" would
logically deduce that the
person had derteriorated
considerably in his qualities.
Fortunately such is not the
meaning. There is a certain
brand of off-road tires known
as Desert Dogs. They are
relatively popular, though not
so much locally, and they are
good tires. Henceforth one
who has "gone to the Dogs"
had installed a set of Desert
Dog tires on his four wheel
drive.
Most of you natives of the
local area are very much
aware that we frequently
come up with firsts. Such are
the outstanding citizens of this
community. True, these firsts
are not always great ad-
vancements or achievements
in the realm of mankind but
still they are noteworthy.
We do have in this very
community, a certain fOur
wheeler of some ado. who
"HAS GONE TO THE
GOATS." In this case do not
confuse the issue with any
brand of tires:I shall not call
any names but the roaming
figure who drives a green Jeep
and is the named editor of this
entire weekly section on the
outdoors, saw fit to assume
the oversight of a goat as an
addition to the family
collection of "critters." His
wife's and childrens' opinion
of this shall not be printed at
this time and it may be well
that we take note of the fact
his own personal opinion of
such an endeavor has been
somewhat modified.
Be it further known that the
particular 1971 Jeep in
question was still wearing the
original canvas top. A full six
years old. This would be
somewhat equivalent to the
shingles on the roof of your
Murray Home & Auto
The Are lor the
Outdoor Sportsman API),
Murray's Bear'




_Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment




house lasting for slightly over
five hundred years.
On the matter of goats.
There have been many in-
stances throughout the
historical pages of man to
indicate that goats at best are
somewhat prone to do things
unexpected. I well remember
the night the Alpha Gamma
Rho fraternity borrowed the
intelligent goat that belonged
to Slick Banks with the in-
tention of having it ride the
float • in the Homecoming
Parade the next day. He took
one look at the condition of the
brothers and instantly some
perverse mischief came into
those beady eyes. It was to be
expected I suppose that he
should leap from his perch
high in the middle of a float
built on a two ton truck into
the midst of a nice new con-
vertible bearing six lovely
young cheerleaders in their
finest.
He was followed im-
Merle Sims, Route 3, Cadiz, KY., bagged this 163-pound, 13-point buck while hunting at
TVA's Land Between The Lakes Wednesday, November 17. To date, a total of 819 deer
have been harvasted in the gun hunts at Land Between The Lakes. Of this total, 289
were taken in Tennessee and 530 in Kentucky. The last gun hunt will be held in the.
Kentucky sector November 29. Bowhunting will resume December 18 and continue
through December'31. Bowhunters harvested 436 deer in the first half of the bow
season.
mediately by five loyal
fraternity members. Perish
the thought. At any rate after
being administered to by Dr.
Converse and a carefully
calculated dose of
tranquilizers, he was rein-
stalled on his perch and the
parade commenced. The fact
that the goat was lying flat on
his back snoring with four legs
stuck straight up added a
great deal to the float.
I have been told that on
another occasion a goat
ascended the Murray water
tower on 18th Street with a
group of dedicated graduates.
Who helped who down is not a
matter of record.
At any rate the case of the
goat and the fourwheeler goes
like this. Said goat proceeded
to climb up on the hood of the
jeep leaving telltale marks
and then advanced further to
the top. Said owner of jeep and
cameraman to boot took great
delight in the event and
snapped today's picture. On
the next day only the goat was
at home. He evidently
repeated the previous day's
adventure and took upon
himself the added thrill of
using the jeep top for a
trampoline. Alas. The goat
was understandably startled
when the material parted
letting him fall straight thru
into the interior. We un-
derstand that he left visible
signs of his presence; the type
of signs which indicated he
was indeed somewhat scared.
It would be an un-




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line Of
Seiko watches
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evidence was somewhat
messed up when our dashing
editor leaped into his seat the
next morning, amidst the
remaining fragments of the
top dangling in the air.
Fortunate indeed that the
turkey had already been
purchased for the big day.
(TVA Photo)
Barbecued goat might well
have been a reality.
HAPPY FOUR WHEEL-
ING. If you see some nut
running around town in a
green jeep with no top during
'the middle of the winter just
consider that he "has gone to
the goats. I
* *IAJtJUL. 1.11111-21 WAP.A.APAO
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods Dept.
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"Take your time when field
dressing your deer for good
eating"
The bowhunter and his trail
party moved steadily along
the trail of the deer that he had
shot about two hours before, in
the failing light, as night
approached. He knew that the
hit was a good one and the
deer left a good trail. The deer
had not been pushed and the
trailers hoped that the trail
would be short. The party of
men went methodically about
their work and soon marked
the place where the deer had
gone down the first time.
He had rested there for a
time and, finding more
strength, he had risen and fled
still further into the cover that
was his home. When he went
down the second time he was
to rise no more.
Soon the trail party had
moved into the dense cover at
the edge of the pine thicket
and the traditional call of
"dead deer!" echoed through
the dark forest. The
bowhunter had taken his first
deer and congratulations were
in order. The deer was a buck
and a good one. At least two
hundred pounds of eight point
deer lay at the bowhunters
feet.
It was at this point that a
thought found its way through
the elation of the successful
hunt. The bowhunter knew
that he would have to field
dress his deer and he had an
audience. Panic quickly
replaced elation as the time
for the dressing was at hand.
He had never dressed a deer
before in his life!
There were others in the
trail party who had hunted
before and been successful.
Now the suggestions came
fast, and low and behold the
young bowhunter found
himself with a different
scheme for each of the
members of the trail party. He
knew that he wanted to do a
good job and had a few ideas
of his ovm.
The .bowhunter had
prepared himself for the hunt
with a great deal of practice
and planning. He had scouted
and found good sign and had
placed his tree stand in the
proper place. It had been the
REED HANGS UP ANOTHER ONE! Reed Hornsby
brought home this six point, 138 lb. buck this past week
Ole Reed seems to be becoming a fine young hunter.
Hang in there Reed!
F ins F olio
Hooks Wheel
Alignment
408 N. 4th 753-6779
inecielsing in servicing tires end evrimiel drive vehicles.










right place as the buck at his
feet attested.
As a part of his pre-hunt
preparation he had read about
field dressing and had att-
ended a bowhunter clinic
where the topic of field
dressing had been discussed.
Being a reasonable young
man the bowhunter had taken
the time to include a field
dressing guide that had been a
hand out of a local sporting
goods store. He searched his
fanny pack and, in short or-
der, he was in command of the
situation at hand.
First he tagged the deer in
the manner prescribed by law
making sure that the tag was
locked permanently in place.
Ile then rolled the deer onto its
back. Carefully, he removed
his arrow from the deer's body
and it was still in one piece.
The broadhead and its insert
were together leaving the
bowhunter with no worry
about finding his broadhead
with his hand. Finding a
broadhead or insert in this
manner could mean a nasty
cut for the person doing the
dressing.
The young bowhunter then
moved to the rear of his deer
and found the anus. While his
trail party held the animal in a
spread position the bowhunter
made his first cut which was
around the deer's anus. He
worked carefully making sure
that he cut all the connective
tissues surrounding the anus
to free it. Once the anus was
free, he took a short piece of
string from his pack and tied
off the end of the intestine with
a hard knot. He knew that it
was important to prevent
fecal material from entering
the body cavity and by tieing
off the intestine at this point he
had prevented this.
Beginning at the anus he
made an utetsion up between---ahakelli of The -or—gang- -sipped-- -
the rear legs toward the area free of the deer and the cavity
tithe sex organs. He was Veil was clean. The deer was held
careful to force his fingers in this position until all the
between the skin of the deer blood had drained from the
and the layer below. His short cavity.
bladed knife was placed Taking a clean rag from his
between the fingers using the pack, the bowhunter wiped the
fingers as a guide. In short cavity to remove what blood
order he arrived at the sex remained and any trash that
organs and then up the other had gotten into the cavity.
id 





orgtansheac°t this removal of the tarsal glands
point but he decided to wait from inside the buck's legs. He
until he had located the urine cifohulednhaad a ve seenr monvdeknd thifemnaftirhste
bladder.
With his fingers providing had elected to avoid them until
the guide, he very carefully he had finished the dressing
finished his incision over the chore. These scent glands
stomach area being very sure should not come in contact
that his knife blade did not with the venison as they will
penetrate the layer of tissue tainte 
happy bowhunter under the skin. This was very 
 
and
important because he knew his trail party quickly decided
that the intestines and on a route to take out of the
stomach were just under the woo& and the deer 'Was
inner layer and if they were brought Out reo  
preparation 
short order.
punctured at this point he 
 and
could ruin the venison that he care resulted in several
had worked so hard to get. pounds of good venison being
.-Once he had made his cut all taken out of the woods and put
the way up to the breast bone in the freezer.
he was ready to cut inside and Take time to learn field
remove the visera. dressing techniques by
Proceeding with caution he reading if you don't have a
split the inner layer of tissue deer to work on. The
at the rear of the abdominal preparation that you do may
cavity. He felt inside for and well be the difference between
found, the bladder. It was
intact and full. He lifted the
bladder out and it way with
the sex organs. Next he
worked to free the stomachs
and the intestines using his
hands to pull away the con--
nective tissues because they
separate easily and there was
the danger of puncturing one
of these vessels.
Moving forward inside the
cavity he found the dia-
phram which separates the
abdominal cavity from the
chest cavity. He cut around
the diaphram and freed it.
Next he reached up as far as
he could toward the deer's
head. Using his sense of touch
he found what felt like a
vacuum cleaner hose. This
was the deer's esophagus.
While holding the esophagus
with one hand he used his
other hand to guide the knife
up inside the cavity to cut the
esophagus away.
The bowhunter then stood
over the deer and, with a little
help from his friends, he
turned the deer over and lifted
it clear off the ground. With a
11 POINTER — This fine deer was taken by a fine young man, john Lawson,
Ir. of Mayfield, Ky. john and his father have hunted together for some time and
now have a total of 7 deer between them. The 11-point buck aged 2' 2 years and
field dressed 142 pounds. The buck was taken during the Youth Hunt at Land
Between The Lakes.
good venison froni your trophy
or ruined meat. Take your
time and do the job correctly!
Good luck and good
bowhunting!
A THANKSGIVING BONUS: For Neil Sykes, of Murray,
his Thanksgiving bonus came in the person of an 8
point, 168 lb. buck from Standing Rock, Tennessee. Neil
was hunting with his brother-in-law Max McCuiston.
Max was real nice and helped Neil drag his buck the
thirty-five yards to the truck
Donna Smith from Almo, Route 1 was cold after a long day's hunt but took
home this fine doe as a consolation. Donna was accompanied by Sammy Kelly
during the Youth Hunt recently held at Land Between The Lakes. Donna was
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Lary Suite, (left) is presented with a Remington Model
1100 by David Sears, President of the Murray High
School Gun Club. The shotgun, purchased from M & M
Sporting Goods, was first prize in a fund-raising ratfle
recently held by the two year old club. The club holds a
number of trap shoots a year and has just recentls con-
structed an indoor bullet trap to be used in the school
gymnasium,
11 POINTER — Fourteen-year-old Todd Rose, a student at (allow ( mints •
High School was definitely successful during a gun hunt last Monday at land Bet-
ween The lakes. Todd .was hunting in area 9 and downed his game with a
Remington 30-06 cal. rifle. The 11 point buds dressed out at 1 t4 pounds. I his
is Todd's second deer he has ever bagged.
641 Super Shell




2 M6s East M. 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality ft Quantity Guaranteed
4
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:3011:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. 8. Sat.
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-Hawks Snap 28-Game Road
Losing Streak Last Night
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
It took a hastily called team
meeting to get 'the point
across, but yes, the Atlanta
Hawks can indeed win on the
road.
The Hawks snapped a 28-
game road losing streak by
beating the New York Nets
109-105 at the Nassau
Coliseum as John Drew scored
33 points, including 29 in the
second half and 17 in the
fourth quarter.
Atlanta had not won away
from home since Jan. 27, 1976,
when they eked out a 114-113
decision over the New York
Knicks.
Elsewhere in the National
Basketball Association, the
Cleveland Cavaliers beat the
Boston Celtics 108-92, San
Antonio edged Golden State
123-121, Buffalo beat Detroit
124-119, Philadelphia defeated
the New York Knielts 114-103,
Indiana topped Milwaukee
109-98, Kansas City defeated
Denver 120-110, Seattle beat
Chicago 101-97 and Los
Angeles edged Portland 99-96.
Cavs 108, Celtics 92
Cleveland raised its record
to 13-4 best in the league, by
•III- ION•••••MOP-411
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winning at the Boston Garden
and snapping the Celtics' five-
game home winning streak.
Swingman Bobby Smith led a
balanced attack with 24 points
and guards Austin Carr, Dick
'Snyder and Jim Cleamons
combined to add 46.
Braves 124, Pistons 119
°Ernie DiGregorio was the
spark as Buffalo snapped a
six-game losing skein. He
scored 20 points, including 10-
for-10 from the free throw line
to raise his streak to 35 in a
row; grabbed a career-high 13
rptiounds, and handed out
eight assists in his 40 minutes.
Spurs 123, Warriors 121
Geoge Gervin's 12-footer
with 13 seconds remaining
gave San Antonio its seventh
straight home victory before a
crowd of 12,306, second largest
in the franchise's history.
Larry Kenon of the Spurs
led all scorers with 29 points.
76ers 114, Knicks 103
Forwards Julius Erving and
George McGinnis combined
for 45 points for the Sixers,
Who led all the way and
clinched it with a 14-point run
in the fourth quarter. Erving
had 24 points.
Pacers 109, Bucks 98
Indiana handed Milwaukee,
its eighth straight loss,
building an 11-point first-
quarter lead and riding
Darnell Hillman's 25 points to
victory.
Kings 120, Nuggets 110
Guards Ron Boone and
Brian Taylor scored 26 points
apiece as the Nuggets lost
their third game in the last
five starts, all on the road,
despite 35 points by David
Thompson,
Sonics 101, Bulls 97
Seattle posted its 27th
straight home victory.and 11th
this year, while dealing the
Bulls their 10th loss in a row, a
team record. Leonard Gray
scored 17 points to lead a
balanced Sonics attack which
negated 30 points byblicago's
Wilbur Holland.
Lakers 99, Blazers 96
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
scored 32 points and Lucius
Allen a season-high 30 for the
Lakers. It was the 10th





Corbin Upsets Mayfield 6-0
To Take Class AA Championship
By The Associated Press
A ferocious defense and a 29-
yard touchdown pass from
Tom Horvath to Ken Gilbert
provided the winning com-
bination as Corbin scored a 6-0
upset over Mayfield for the
Class AA high school football
championship Friday.
Meantime, Ft. Campbell
won its first-ever state football
championship with a 22-0 win
over Bellevue in the Class A
final.
Horvath assured the victory
for Corbin, 11-1, when he found
Gilbert at the 5-yard line and
tossed his only completion of
the day to the 6 foot-1 senior
end.
But Corbin's defense, led by
210-pound nose guard R.C.
Thomas, proved to be the
insurmountable obstacle for
Mayfield, 12-2.
"R.C. Thomas - what a
player," said Mayfield coach
Jack Morris. "He's as tough a
kid as I've ever seen.
"But we knew he was goad
and we knew Corbin had a
grat team. We were unable to
move the ball and that cost us
the game," Morris said.
The Cardinals were held to
just 55 yards rushing against
the fortrestoLThomas and his
mates. Forced to the air,
sophomore Jeff Boyd com-
pleted his first six attempts
but missed his last four for a
total of 73 yards in an un-
smcessful attempt to save the
rime.
Mayfield barged to a first-
and-goal at the Corbin seven
1977 Plymouth
in the first half but was forced
to go try a field goal by Bob
Creason that went afoul.
"The wind was a big fac-
tor," said Corbin coach Archie
Powers. "When they missed
that field goal. . .it gave us
momentum. When Mayfield
did have the ball with the wind
in the second hag, we had
them backed up. And we
threw at just the right time."
Corbin rolled up 114 yards in
the second half while
executing a ball control of-
fense.
The Redhounds were paced
by Roger Jones with 80 yards
in 12 carries while fullback
Ropnie Watkins added 44
yards in 13 tries.
Galynn Wilson was
Mayfield's leading rusher
with 34 yards in 11 carries.
Junior quarterback Rick
Gibbs scored two touchdowns
for Ft. Campbell on runs of 21
and nine yards.
-It definitely was his best
game as far as running ball is
concerned," said coach
Marshall Patterson,
Ft. Campbell's other score
came in the second half when
they returned the kickoff to
the Bellevue, 49 and then
scored on the first play from
scrimmage.
"If you had to pick aturning
point I'd say that would have
to be it," said Patterson.
Bellevue gained only 44
yards on the ground in the
second half for a total of 99
yards rushing. Ft. Campbell
rolled up 269 yards total
rushing.
Meanwhile, Trinity and
Henderson County will meet
next Saturday for the Class
AAAA championship after
both scored semifinal vic-
tories Friday.
Trinity polished off Seneca
3-0 while Henderson scored a
22-10 win over Lexington Tate.s
Creek,
Dorsett Leads Pitt To Win
Eyes Turn To West For Clash
Between Notre Dame And USC
WS ANGELES (AP) -
Dan Devine said he knew
going into today's clash with
third-ranked Southern
California what it would take
for the 13th-rated Fighting
Irish to upset the Trojans.
-We have to play errorless
ball," the Notre Dame coach
said. "We have very, very
little chance of winning unless
we play a perfect ball game."
Notre Dame went into the
contest in the Coliseum an
eight-point underdog.
But in this rivalry which
Announcing the small car
with the Accent on Comfort. 
C'mon in and test drive the
small car with comfort and more.
You won t believe how comfortable and
smooth this car rides until you drive it
yourself because or a special suspension.
Volare is one small car that has a ride like
a big car
Volare even gives you lots of room to be com-
fortable In fact. Volare Sedan has more room
/han any other American compact in its class
And the same holds true for Volare Wagon
Stop in anct see the good-looking - 411,
77 Volare Coupe. Sedan and Uf -
Wagon. You'll find the prrce .on Plymouth
Volare, whether you re buying or




See your Chrysler-Plymouth Dealer.
Jim Fain Motors, Inc.
810 Sycamore, Murray, Ky. 753-0632
began a half-century ago, odds
have frequently meant little.
-Notre Dame is a big,
strong football team,"
Trojans' Coach John Robinson
said. "There's no way we're
going to out-physical Notre
Dame."
Expected to be highlighted
was Southern Cal tailback
Ricky Bell, who was a fron-
trunner-with Pitt's Tony
Dorsett- for the Heisman
Trophy until Bell suffered la
sprained ankle against Cal a
month ago. -
The Trojans, 9-1 and bound
for a Rose Bowl date with
Michigan, were coming off an
impressive 24-14 victory over
UCLA.
Notre Dame, 8-2 and headed
for a Gator Bowl match with
High School
Cage Scores
Kentucky H.S. Girls Bkb
Friday Night's Games
By The Associated Press
Gallatin County 57, Oldham
County 46
Sheldon Clark 83, East
Carter 24
Kentucky H.S. Boys Bkb
Friday Night's Games
By The Associated Press




Central City 89, Muhlenburg
Central 70
Covington Catholic 65,
Cincinnati Walnut Hills 62
Dixie Heights 80, Silver
Grove 59
Durrett 67, Southern 64
Fairview 69, Russell 58




Lewis County 94, Augusta 69
Lexington Tates Creek 93,
Lincoln County 57
Powell County 120, Menifee
County 63






M.C. Napier 92, Jackson 42
Jenny Wiley Invitational
Semifinal






Auburn 70, Garrard County
49






West Hopkins 71, Hughes-
Kirk 64
Penn State Dec. 27, edged
Alabama 21-18 two weeks ago
and rolled over Miami 40-27
last weekend.
The traditional Army-Navy
game in Philadelphia took the
spotlight today before the
Trojans met the Irish.
The schedule offered some
other major showdowns.
Games involving ranked
teams included No. 18
Alabama vs. Auburn at Bir-
mingham; No. 14 Oklahoma
State at Texas-El Paso;
Georgia Tech at No. 4
Georgia; No. 9 Texas Tech vs.
Arkansas at Little Rock and
No. 7 Houston at Rice.




and beCame the first 6,000-
yard runner in history,
leading top-ranked Pitt within
one game of the national
championship with a 24-7
victory over arch-rival Penn
State.
Bottled up for most of the
first half by 16th-ranked Penn
State's swarming detente, the
amazing Dorsett exploded for
224 yards on 38 carries, 173
yards coming in the second
half, as Sugar Bowl-bound Pitt
wrapped up an 11-0 regular
season, its best ever.
The Panthers will meet
fourth-ranked Georgia in the
Sugar Bowl on New Year's
Day. Penn State, 7-4, after
having its six-game winning
streak snapped, will face
Notre Dame in the Gator Bowl
on Dec. 27.
In a Friday afternoon game
between two Big Eight
powers, No. 8 Oklahoma
defeated No. 10 Nebraska 20-
17 on a two-yard scoring run
by halfback Elvis Peacock
with 38 seconds left. The
triiimph gave Oklahoma a
three-way share of the con-
ference title and sent another
Big Eight team, 14th-ranked
Colorado, into the Orange
Bowl to meet No. 12 Ohio
State.
Benitez To Be Barred
SAN JUAN, P.R. (AP) -
World Boxing Association
junior welterweight champion
Wilfred Benitez will be barred
from fighting here for 30 days
after Dec. 4, a government
official announced Friday.
Emilio A. Casellas,
adrninstrator of the govern-
ment agency that oversees
sports here, took the position
after WBA executive Fer-
nando Galindez of Venezuela
opposed a postponement of a
Dec. 4 title fight between
Benitez of Puerto F.co and
Antonio "Kid Pambele"
Cervantes of Columbia.
Casellas says the 18-year-
old Benitez is not in condition
to defend the title on in
March against Cervantes due
to a recent auto accident.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. - Ciao,
$6.80, won the Pocahonts




























































Murray State has placed four of its football players on the
All-Ohio Valley Conference First Team.
Freshman kicker Hank LaGorce was rated as the best
kicker in the league and was the only Racer on the Offensive
First Team.
On defense, Chuck Wempe, Eddie McFarland and Bruce
Walker were air selected for the First Team. Wempe is a
senior defensive end, Walker a senior defensive back and Mc-
Farland a junior defensive back.
On the Second Team Defense are sophomore tackle Bruce
Martin and senior linebacker Al Martin. Wes Furgerson
received honorable mention as the punter.
Dan Hutchison, a sophomore guard, was selected to the
Second Team Offensive Unit.
The Racers finished the season with a 5-6 record, taking
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oil. Available in 20 & 30 wt.
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UK Opens 1977 Cage Season
In New Rupp Arena Tonight
By BOB COOPER
AP Sports Writer .
'LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The University of Kentucky
opens its 1977 college
basketball season today
against Wisconsin before a
sellout. crowd in a spanking
new coliseum named in honor
of former coach Adolph Rupp.
The new Rppp Arena is the
biggest in the nation and there
were some last-minute
flurries involving the man for
whom the arena was named.
Rupp is 75 and has been in ill
health for some months and it
wasn't until late Friday that a
special seat was arranged for
him so he wouldn't have to
walk up or down stairs.
Rupp will be sitting at
courtside when the hearty
23,000-seat aren# gets its
initiation.
Not only is the new arena
sold outfor the first game, but
for the entire season. Ken-
tuay Athletic Director Cliff
Hagan said 5,000 ticket
requests for this year have
been turned down.
In 1950, before any of this
year's Kentucky players were
born, the university — at
Rupp's insistence — built
Memorial Coliseum, an 11,500-
seat arena that was the hit of
its time.
"They told me I was crazy,"
Rupp said later. "They said it
was a white elephant and that
we'd never fill it."
Fill it, they did. Every game
starting with almost the first
was sold out and Lexington
fans in recent years became
irate when they found that
there wasn't even a waiting
list.
The city, With Kentucky's
basketball team as the chief
attraction, then built ,a
squareblock civic center with
Rupp Arena as its major at-
traction. On purpose, they
made it slightly larger than
the biggest of the nation's
basketball palaces.
Ticket sales proved it to be
too small, too. Obviously,
Kentucky basketball has more
fans than it can accomodate.
Kentucky, defending
champions of the National
Invitation Tournament in New
York, returns all of its starters
except guard Reggie Warford
and all of its players except
for two others.
Bob Fowler, a freshman last
season, transferred to Iowa
State and Joey Holland, who
played only sporadically, quit
basketball for good.
Included in Kentucky's
starting lineup will be 6-1
freshman Jay Shicller, ar-'
cording to Coach Joe Hall.
Shidler was picked, for the
starting slot over sophomores
Truman Claytor and Dwane
Casey because "his overall
play has been good," Hall
said.
-"It's just the total picture I
see. He gives-11s good scoring




depending on a foursome of
incoming freshmen to back up
the likes of Al Rudd, a 6-10
sophomore who set a school
accuracy mark for field goals
last season of 57 per cent.
Arnold Gaines, a 6-4
freshman from Baltimore, is
likely to adopt the role of
"quarterback" for Wisconsin
with other newcomers in-
cluding Joe Chrnelich, Bob
Jenkins and Jim Gregory.
Tipoff time is set for 7:30
p.m. EST with the game to be
regionally televised.
In other college basketball
games today involving
Kentucky teams, Morehe,ad
entertains Indiana Central in
a season opener, Georgetown





Wesleyan is at Mississippi
State.
Berea is entered in the
Thanksgiving Tournament at
Cleveland, Tenn.; Murray




Borg beat Wojcek Fibak of
Poland 7-5, 3-6, 7-6, 7-5 in the







See the fabulous flying white stallions perform theaNI\
rare and beautiful -AIRS ABOVE GROUND'
As seen in Walt Disney's
MIRACLE OF THE WHITE STALLIONS
Tuesday, November 30-7:30 PM
West Ky. Livestock and Exposition Center
College Farm Road, Murray, Kentucky
Tlckets are Available from
Roses and the West Kentucky Livestock and Ex-
position Center, Murray; Music Center, Mayfield,
Ky.
Goner& admission tickets $5 50 (Tickets purchosed
in advance ore for preferred seats I




To Rip Racers 105-76
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Edit.*
Fred Overton once said that
most basketball games are
won when one team goes on a
scoring spurt.
The scene was historical
New Orleans ,where Overton's
Murray State Racers were
playing LSU-New Orleans in
Grand Ohio tow-nament. only five minutes left in the
the Tipoff Tournament. WithCumberland is in the Rio 
'The Bellarmine . Ti ppe contest, Murray trailed 80-74.
Tournament at Louisville New Orleans didn't go on a
finds , Indiana S,outheast "sPurt." They went on a gully-
playing Trinity of Texas and washer and as a result, they
Bellarmine against Bethel, flushed Murray down the
Tenn.
The consolation and
chaittpionship games of the
Pikeville Classic tournament
also will, be played tonight
College Bowls
At P Glance
By The Associated Press
Saturday, Nov. 27
NCAA Division III Playoffs
Semifinals
At Collegeville, Minn.
St. John's, Minn. vs. Buena
Vista, Iowa
At Towson, Md.
Towson State vs. St.
Lawrence, N.Y.
NCAA DIN 'slim II Playoffs
First Round
At Akron, Ohio





North Dakota State at
Eastern Kentucky
At Bozeman, Mon.









4 North-South Shrine game
Saturday, Dec. 18
TANGERINE BOWL
At Orlando, Fla. -





































Michigan vs. Southern Cal
ORANGE BOWL
At Miami
Ohio State vs. Colorado
Sunday, Jan. 2
SUN BOWL
At El Paso, Tex. ._
Texas ASIM vs. Florida
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Flowers for all occasions
Poinsettas, Arrangements, Decorations
for the Holiday Season
We will be Open Sundays 1 to 4 PM and daily 8 to 5 PM
4th & Sycamore
drain to a tune of 105-76.
Murray quit. That's about
as simple as it can be put.
When they realized it was all
over, the Racers began
conserving . energy for
tonight's 7 p. m. consolation
clash against Northeast
Louisiana, which fell 87-78 in
the opener to Illinois State
Friday.
The first half spelled defeat
for the Racers!'
—With just over 11 minutes
left in the half, 6-8 leaper John.
Randall picked up his third
foul. At that point, the Racers,
Colonels Face North
Dakota Without Boyd
RICHMOND, Ky. (API 7 If
Eastern Kentucky's passing
game isn't as devastating
tonight when the Colonels host
North Dakota State in one of
four NCAA Division II football
playoffs, there's a reason.
The Colonels will be without
the services of wide receiver
Elmo Boyd, who leads the
Ohio Valley conference with 48
pass receptions for 660 yards,
scoring five touchdowns this
season and averaging 13.8
yards per catch.
Boyd was redshirted in his
freshman year and thus is
ineligible for post season play
as a senior.
Eastern and North Dakota
State—at least on paper—are
similar teams with strong
offensive units and defenses
that hate to give up yardage.
With freshman quarterback
Steve Campbell at the controls
the North Dakota State Bisons
have averaged 337.8 yards per
game this season. Quar-
terback Ernie House guides
the offensive unit for Eastern
that has averaged 336.1 yards
per game. _
On defense, the Bisons have
allowed 230.7 and Eastern
239.1.
A victory for Eastern would
give the Colonels their first
nine-victory season in school
history. The best in the past
has been an 8-2 season in 1967
when Eastern Kentucky won
the Grantland Rice Bowl.





Thorobred Club will hold their
second meeting of the season
Monday night, November 79.
6:00 p.m. in Room 206 of Roy
Stewart Stadium. The
meeting, announced by
president Pete Waldrop. will
be high-lighted by a review
from head football coach, Bill
Furgerson, of the recently
concluded Racer football
season. Coach Furgerson will
also comment on the Racers'
win over Western Kentucky in
the season finale.
Senior members of the 1976
Murray State football squad
will be special guests of the
Thorobred Club for this
meeting.
Featured on the program
will also be head basketball
coach, Fred Overton, who will
discuss the Racer basketball
prospects for the coming
season and review the results
of his team's opening season
play in the University of New
Orleans Tip Off Tournament.
The Racers travel to the
University of Kansas on
December 1 and open their
home season against a strong
Butler team on Saturda
night, December 4.
To conclude ' the program,
club members will be treated
to a sound-color basketball
high-lights film featuring Ow
outstanding teams and in-
dividuals in high-4-school.
college, and professional
basketball during the 1975-76
season.
President Pete Waldron
urged all Thorohed Club
members and all interested
sports fans to attend this
second club meeting of the
year on Monday night.
-November 29, 6:30 p.m, in
room 206 of Roy Stewart
Stadium.
contest hosts the Grantland
Rice Bowl next week with the
victor of that contest ad-
vancing to the Pioneer Bowl
Dec. 11 at .Wichita Falls,
Texas.
Eastum's Everett Talbert,
averaging 98.6 yards a game
in this season's first 10, needs
only 14 yards in Saturday's
division II playoff game to
make 1.000 yards rushing on
the season.
North Dakota State is 8-2 on
the season and finished 6-0 in
the North Centi-al Conference
after losing the first two
games this year to Northern
Michigan and Montana




By The Associated Press
EAST
Army 87: Merrimack 78
N.J. Tech 65, Stevens 63
SOUTH
Alabama 97, Purdue 80
Fla. A&M 94, New Orleans
Xavier 90
Georgia St. 68, Clark 66, OT
Georgiajech 64,Georgia 43
MU 94, Tulane 85
MIDWEST -
Bradley 89, Quincy 87
Briar Cliff 75, St. Thomas 57
Illinois 68, St. Louis 65
Neb.-Omaha 64, E Illinois 63




apt. 84. Sam Houston
63
S Illinois 68, Missouri 55
SOUTHWEST
Ark.-Little Rock 86, Albany,
Ga. 76 •
Houston 96. Texas I.utheran
69
Tex.-El Paso 83, Lubbock
Chris. 58
FAR WEST
Arizona 92: Arizona St 91,
OT
Brigham Young 102, Idaho
St 84
Cal Lutheran 74, UC San
Diego 70
Fresno St 97, Sacramento
St. 85
Humboldt St 73, Western.
Baptist 51




New Mexico 121, New
Mexico Highlands 82
Oregon St. 91, Hawaii 76
Pacific 99, Portland 93
San Francisco 125, San
Francisco St 81
San Jose St 79, Chico St 75,
OT





Wake Forest 81, Duke 80
N. Carolina 78, N C. St 66
66
Hall Of Fame
Syracuse 75, Harvard 48











W7 aphington 96, Dar
Richmond 56, Navy 49 '
New Orleans Tipoff
Illinois St 87, NE La. 78
New Orleans 105, Murray St
76
Virginia Tip-Off
Virginia 88, Roanoke 48
V MI 85, Madison 77
who had led by as much as
four points earlier' in the
game, trailed 16-14.
—With just under six
minutes left in the first half, 6-
5 workhorse Mike Muff got his
third foul. At thaoint, the
Racers trailed 32-24.
—With 52 seconds left in the
half, 6-11 center Danny
Jarrett, who did not start
because of a pulled hamstring
muscle, got his third foul. At
that point, the Racers trailed
46-30 and for all practical
purposes, the game was over
then. At intermission, it was a
46-32 lead for New Orleans,
which sports an 82-8
homecourt record.
It was the play of 6-4 junior
Donnell Wilson pat kept
Murray in the game during
the first half. Wilson, a junior
college All-American last  
year, fired in 12 points in the
first half and grabbed down
nine rebounds.
It was also Wilson who kept
the Raters in the game during
the second half.
Nate `Mills, a 6-2 guard.
canned a 15-footer to open the
second half and give the
Privateers a 48-32 cushion.
Then Jimmy Warren hit a
layup on a steal. 6-8 Grover
Woo,lard hit a layup and
Warren sacked a 25-footer and
it was 48-38.
Seconds later, Muff picked
up his fourth foul.
Several times in the early
part of the second half, the
Racers were within eight
points. But every time the
Racers got close, there would
be a walking violation or a
charging foul or something
else to take away the
momentum.
Jarrett and Warren both got
their fourth fouls within 15
seconds of each other, Warren
at 14:39 when Murray trailed
60-48.
Midway through the last
half, the two teams started
trading buckets and the lead
went from eight to 10 points
for nearly; • five minutes until
the 5:08 mark of the contest
when Warren hit a layup on a
goaltending call to make it an
80-74 contest.
Wilson got his fourth foul at
the 4:49 mark- and the score
was still the same. Junior
center Ardith Wearren, all 6-
II of him, hit one of two free
throws and it was 81-74.
Mills then stole the ball on
the inbounds pass and hit a
five-foot bank shot to make it
83-74. Randall had a shot
blocked and junior guard Rico
Weaver drove the length of the
court for a "gimme" and the
Privateers led 85-74.
Seconds later, Muff had a
shot blocked and Weaver
scored on the break to make it
87-74. Again, Weaver struck,
coming up with a steal and
driving the length of the court
for a bucket and with 3:36 left
in the game, it was 89-74 in
favor of the hosts.
But the insanity did not stop
there.
New Orleans went on and
scored 13 more consecutive
points to push the lead out to
102-74.
Finally, with just 31 seconds
left in the contest, junior
guard Tommy Wade hit from
15 feet for the first Racer
points in four and one-half
minutes.
New Orleans placed six men
in double digits. Weaver, one
of the top jucco guards in the
nation last year, fired in 19
points while Curtis Pace
added 16. Mills, 6-10 Wayne
Cooper and Wearren, all had
14 'for the Privateers while
Darrell Weston added 11.
For Murray State, Grover
Woolard exploded in the
second half for 11 points to
finish the evening with 19:
Wilson, who played a super
game, fired in 18 while Muff
had 14, 12 of which came in the
first half mben he wasitt in
serious foul trouble until late
M.& period.
Warren fired in 10 points
while Randall had six. Jarrett.
who did not play that much in
the game, had five points and
a good night on the boards and
on defense before fouling•out.
Murray 32 44-56
New Orleans 46 59--- 105
Murray 76H Randall 6.
Muff 14. Jarrett 5, Woolard 19,
Warren 10, Wade 2, Wpm 18
and Blasingame 2.
New Orleans 105 - Pitman
6, Wearren 14, Cooper 14, Mills
14, Weaver 19, Hooker 5.




IA Box of Chicken
Murray
Only
•Tender-Fresh Fryers, All Excess Fat
Removed
• Two Delicious Pieces Of thicken
•Fried For Crispness In Pure Cooking Oil --
- •Special Marinating Process For Extra Flavor
•Includes French Fries, Creamy Cole Slaw,
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Sealed bids will be
received by the Bureau of
Highways, at its office,
Frankfort, Kentucky until
10:00 a.m. Eastern
Standard Time on the 16
-day of December,.1976, at
which time bids will be
publicly opened and read
for the improvement of:
CALLOWAY COUNTY, F




south of Carlton Road
extending northerly to the,
Marshall County Line, a
distance of 5.417 miles.
Grade, Drain and
Incidental Surfacing.
The Bureau of High-
ways hereby notifies all
bidders that it will af-
firmatively insure that in
any contract entered into
pursuant to this ad-
vertisement, minority
business enterprises will
be afforded full op-
portunity to submit bids
in response to this in-
vitation, and will not be
discriminated against on
the ground of race, color
or national origin in
consideration for an
award.
Bid Proposals for all
projects for all projects
1 legal Notice




16, 1976, at the Division of
Contract Procurement.
Bid Proposals for all
projects will be available












all projects will be
available to all interested
parties at a cost of $2 each
(NON REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals

















A ND Y()U WON T
GET HURT.
ALL A1-1 SAID WAS AHD LIKE
I-IER To COOK MAN CROCKADILLO
CHOWDER FO' TH' REST








Holman Jones, 217 S.
13th St. or call 753-3128.
DELTA SIGMA PHI Art6
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.





Ton - Blue - Brown














Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,




cover Charge $2 lock.
Open 7 p.m. Close 12 p.m.












will sell at public sale
for cash a 1975 Inter-
national seriel no. 22876
,at 2 p. m. November 30,
1976 at Taylor Motors,
303 South 4th., Murray,'
Ky. The undersigned





5 Lost And Found
LOST REDBONE Coon











number to P. 0. Box 577,
Murray, Ky.
YOU CAN earn $30.00 a











capable of learning to
read and interpret
tariffs and willing to
work either an early
morning or late evening




between the hours of






or ironing. Call 753-3337.




















T. I. Grouch at 61$-
/ i33.2760. 
NEED EXTRA IN-
COME? How about a
Tax Shelter for second
income. Call 753-7644
ask for Mr. Duncan.
BOYS AND GIRLS. klo








nesday, December 1, at











forms, etc. Can read





has spoiling fwr woe regional
jobber and several &treaters.
Accounts established by C. Job-
ber is full time for entire region.
Distnliwtors are pert time for A-
10 hears weekly in their local
area. IE ace/4*W wings in
both categories. Investment
required, socwesi, Write giving
phase Avieber fel /Wises. Bet
32, Nowasnes, CA 19251
14 Want To 13,,
WANT TO BUY one acre








Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
OLD ANTIQUE bath tub




WANT TO BUY wood
lathe. Call 753-2494.
WE BUY YOUR used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call




$17.00 per rick. Call 753-
8536.
TWO FISHER speakers,
12- wader. $75 pair.
Phone 436-2430 or 753-
5058.















shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
COIN COLLECTION
worth $209410. Will sell in




SALE - Chain Saw
chains, 34," or 404 pitch
enough for 12" bar,





couch and chair. Also
recliner cheap. Call 753-
0651.
40" WHITE FREE
standing G. E. electric
stove with glass oven
door. Used 3 months.
Call 492-8754.
HIDE-A-BED COUCH,
dark green vinyl, very
good condition. $50.00.
Call 436-2448.
G. E. RANGE, $60.
Refrigerator, $85. Good








and Service, 500 Maple






Machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully





tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two
row Ford drill. Call 395-
7463.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1-444 6865,
Paducah, Ky.










25% discount on grain
bins. Free interest on








model. 5 irons -3 woods.
Used only one summer.






lower Organ WO $8 9 5
Lowry Organyipe $1200
Grand Piano $995





Across from Post Office
Baldwin Pianos
Baldwin Organs
• SHOT. GUNS,' pump 'Orre"
automatic. 14" chrome






NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.




PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons piano
lessons. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
.,Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ *lessons for the













made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.












WOOD FOR SALE. Call
753-7997.
ALL PURPOSE Heavy
Duty trailer. Dual axel,
new tires. Call 436-5346.
SALE - TIMEX wat-




12 x 60 MOBILE HOME,
furnished, nice con-
dition. Call 753-1873.
1973 PYRAMID 12 x 65.
Three bedroom, 2 baths,




all homes before move
to new location on High-
way 69-641S. 24 wides
from $11,999 for corn-
pletely furnished 24 x60.
Several used 12 wides.
Paris Mobile Homes, te
1305 E. Wood, Paris,
Term.




for $4900. Call 753-2328 or
753-4732.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
private lot. Phone 753-
4726.
31. Want To Rent
WANTED, TWOk or three




32. Apartments For Rent





Close to town. Prefer
elderly lady. 303 South
6th. Call 753-3593.
36. for Rent Or Lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,:
20x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
37.Livestock Supplies
GENTLE PONY mare, 4
years old with Yearling
colt. $50.00 for both.:




From 6 to 21 months old.
Also cows and calves.

































































FOR SALE - good older
frame house on five
acres of land, 3
bedrooms, 1 large bath
and good well, has
carport and one out-
building. This 5 acre
tract has over 3 acres
tendable and is fenced.
Located 4 miles from
Murray in cherry
Corner Community on
blacktop road. Priced to
sell at 61000. Call 753-
6072 or 753-5159 after
5:00.
TWO' ACRES OF land





new, 3 bedroom, brick
with 2 baths, family
room. Has lovely
cabinets, all built-ins,
central gas heat and
central air. Lovely
carpet throughout. Wide
lot in city school district.
Great neighborhood and
a great buy. In mid 40's.
Gay Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore. 753-7724.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,










and 2 fireplaces. Two
outbuildings on ap-
proximately 1 acre lot.
Call 753-8080 or come by





REALTY, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222. Also if
you have been wanting
to - purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete, range of Real
Estate Service. Phone
us today.
SIX ACRES on 641 High-
way South. Could be
used commercially.
Also we have beautiful
wooded lots on 641
South. Excellent for





Meadow Green  Acres.
Call' for details. Fulton
Young Really, 408 South
4th, 753-7333 or Keith
Kennedy, 753-4378.
' -SROP 32':44' on 1 acre lot
heated and air com-
pressor. Call 753-7370.
.41k. 3E" X in 31:
FOR SALE
Bids will be received until 4:00 p. m. on Decem-
ber 9, 1976, at the office of the Murray Water &
Sewer system, 401 Olive Street, Murray, Ky. for
a 1965(3530 Case Backhoe-Loader. The machine
may be inspected at the water treatment plant at
2nd & Elm Street. The City reserves the right to
-reject anyor all bids.
PUBLIC HEARING
December 2, 1976
Federal Revenue Sharing F. Y. 77 funds. 10:00 a.
m. City Hall Building, Murray, Ky.
Publich Hearing,
December 2, 1976
Community Development Block Grant, 10:30 a.




DISTRINUTOR NEEDED EXCLUSIVE OPPORTUNITY A
BILLIONS $S ANNUAL NOWT
SI MX OD INVENTORY RETURNS $270000 4fatir
EXCELLENT PART 011 FULL TOR MCCUE
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Man or woman to 0 Mate pre-sold adrertssed World
Famous ALKA-SELTZER, SAYER ASPIRIN, 
CORIST AN,
ANACIN, TOMS, etc. Restock Company secure
d accounts
weekly
NO INITIAL STUINGP WOW STARTS IMMEDIATELY!
COMPANY PUNISHED ACCOUNTS!
MINIMUM CASH INYESIMENT. $2895 00-S5640.00
Applicant should have CM, minimum of 6 spare hrs vrertery,
reliable and eligtble to assume business responsib ttttt es with-
in 30 days If you meet -Mese requirements. have
 Me
ne ttttt ry leash mvestment, and sincerely want to 
own your
own business, then write today and include arsons number to
,z_t__ 
TRANS_WORLD INDUSTRIES. INC. 
WAIWILETIP•G DIRECTOR DEPT. 101
9481 AM° soach Orly,- Saint couis;rdissouti 63134
=MI
SIXTEEN ACRES for
sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Ken-
tucky Lake. Over 500 ft.
frontage on county road.
Can be financed. Call R.
A. Morris, 436-2473.
75 ACRE tract near
Kentucky Lake. This







Brick 2 bedroom home
with fireplace, central
electric heat and air,




phone us at KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, for more in-
formation on this choice
Property.
FOR ALL YOUR in-






Two bedroom I none with
E.W.N. porch bath on 2
lots.
100.210 Ft Lot
With 3 bedroom Frame at-
retched hes electric
Ireselroerd Meal one bath
IM ar Penny
Pick Your Colors
Foor bedroom 2 bath,
fireplace central heat anti
eir ander construction On
D011111 Rood
Hoye income Property and




93 ACRE FARM leered in
southwest part Of tounty
with a new two bedroom
home. About 30-35 acres
tlfcroriliiid, 25 acres of
timber and some land
that could be prepared
and put into cropland.
Farm could also be used








your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in selling
your property.
45 Farms For Sale
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
50 acres creek bottom on
good road seven miles S
E of Murray YE mile to
Blacktop. 30 acres
fertile bottom land
nestled among 20 acres
picturesque wooded
hillsides. Old log









Shop and Buy Your Craig
Car & Home Stereo's
Where you are assured service
• FULL•SIZE BSR RECORD CHANGER
• FRONT-PANEL STEREOPHONE IACK
• OUTPUTS FOR MAIN AND EIFTENSION SPEAXER'i
• AUTCYMATIC STEREO SWITCHING
• AUTOMATIC AND MANUAL PROGRAM CHANC,
• ,ILUMINATED PROGRAM INDICATORS





Only Authorized Craig Service
Dept. in This area
'We Service Whet We Sell"






"AN011-IER THING 1 NEED TO I<WW
,
WHICH ONE PLAY SOrn3AL
L ? "
45 Farms For Sale
FARM PROPERTY, 67
acres located 2% miles
west of Crossland on
Jones Mill Road.
Approximately 28 acres
in cultivation has good
barn aed large pond.
Also alb good gravel
road, Price $20,000.
Fulton Young Realty,
406 South 4th, 753-7333 or
Keith Kennedy 753-4378.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
brick home on 100 x 150
ft. lot. More land
available if wanted.
$27,500. Call 753-8500.
HOUSE AND 3.3 acres on
Highway 280.
Approximately 5 miles
from Murray. Call 753-
2204 after 2 p. m.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 5e acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
114 biAh, full basement
with kitchen, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body shop: Price $60,000.
Call 743-5618.
BY OWNER, REDUCED,
seven rooms and bath.
With dry basement and
carport. Large lot, good
location. Call 753-1961.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home with 1/2




Located 6 miles West of
Murray an 2 acres of
land with new storage
building, small pond and
stable for horses. Call
4354566.




utility room, all built-
ins, central gas heat and
central air, wall to wall
carpet, drapes, patio,
paneled garage, fenced
back yard. Call 753-0191.
47 Ishtorcycles
1975 550 -HONDA, with
windjammer, 4500
actual miles, A-1 shape,
$1,000 Firm. Call 436-
2590










1974 FORD, pickup truck,
F-100, V-81 automatic,
$2,800.00. Call 753-7861




• after 4 p. m.
• 1041, NOVA, 2 door, 6
cylinder. Good con-
dition. New tires. Call
' 489-2468 after 4p.m.
1974 ONE TON Ford
Wrecker. 16,000 miles.
Air condition. Power
brakes. 440 homes with
dollies and air tank. Call
527-9502 Benton, Ky.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
INS PONTIAC Bon-
neville, air, good con-
dition, Call 753-8558.
51 Services Offered






home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing




by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling








CERAMIC TILE PAINTING interior and
bathrooms, Quarry, exterior. Texture ceiling
-slate, mirrors, shower, and sheetrock finishing.
doors, paver tile and Call Ralph Worley, 753:




days a week, Would





bank gravel. Call 436-
1965 DODGE, four door. 2306.
$250.00. Call 753-9323.
DODGE POWER wagon.
Four wheel drive. 1973
model $2,250. Call 753-
5332.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8





street herni engine, 4
speed transmission,
Nina Super 60 rear end
and more extras. For a
real deal call 753-6564.
1911 CORVAIR Monza, 4
door, good condition.
One owner car. Call 753-
2424 after 5,753-3557.
1971 SILVER GREMLIN




good. Radio. Body fair.
$500 or best offer. Call
7674789.
1973 GREMLIN. One
owner, low mileage. 1969
El Camino, automatic,
V-8. Call 489-2595.
1974 PINTO, red with
black vinyl top. Sharp.
$1450. Call 753-9773.





4 wheel drive. V-8
automatic, power
steering. Will trade for
pickup or van. Call 753-
7975.
'1971 LTD Brougham, 9
pass. station wagon.
Double power and air.
Factory-AM radio and
stereo tape deck. 56,000
Actual miles. $1300.00.
Phone 354-62l7.
1970 FORD LTD, 2 dr. h. t.
Double power . and air.
Runs good 6550,00.
Phone 1-354-6217.






and steering. -Air con-
dition. Tilt wheel. Big
tires and wheels. Extra
nice. $3500 Call 753-6779
or 753-4487
1970 LTD, power steering,
power brakes, 351 V-8,
automatic. In good
condition. $700. Call 753-
7930 after 5 p. m.
1972 V. W. FOR SALE.
Red. In good codnition.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
1724.




luggage rack. 304. cubic
, TM*. 14414. Call 436-
2136 after 4 p.m.
50 Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
sleeps six Call 7534904
WILL DO BABYSFITING
in my home, anytime.
References. Live - in






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of, your
needs.
PAINTING, EXTERIOR
and interior, new and









'Nee bull dozers to
serve you. • Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or





of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water














Call 753-4124, South 4th








30.00 to 100.00. Depen-
ding on size. Call 753-
2928.
WILL DO ROOFING,
Repairing, siding or any
type of repair work on
house. Call 753-5743 or
753-4706.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free























51 Services Offered 1 Services Offered
NEED TREES cut or LICENSED ELEC-
firewood. Call 753-4707. TRIC1AN prompt ef
ficient service. NO job




hour or job. Free
estimate. Call 753-8343.
GLASS REPAIR WORK
for storm windows and .
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass










WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
, aluminum siding and
trim on your house. Also
awnings and carports.
Call 753-1873.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading. backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
eveninga 901-247-5569.
W11..1. DO inside or out-








clean rugs of all kinds.
















1976 OttLs-Cutlass Salon, very good condition,
fully loaded, air condition, power steering,
power brakes, 350 V-8, automatic transmission,
AM-FM stereo, tilt wheel, cruise control. Front
bucket seats and console, vinyl roof, rear win-
dow defogger, power windows and locks, radial
• tires, remote control mirror, etc. $4,800. Call 924-
















For fast Christmas service, choose from more
than 100 mouldings and 40 colors of mats in
stock. Plain Or non-glare glass. Orders may be










Ideal for $11 995
Christmas I is
Murray Supply
Co., Inc. 759 3361
RAY'S LOUNGE
South Fulton Tennessee - Where Friends Meet
Cover Charge $2.00 Each
Open 7 p.m. Close 12 p.m.
Must Be 18 Yrs or older - Proof Required
-T.R. Crooks
A Fine Rock Group From Paris, Tenn..
This Friday and Saturday Night-
Wolfpack - Every Thursday Night
MARBLE
Designed and Custom made right here in
Murray. if you don't know your marble. . .
Know your manufacturer.
( Ltd]) s V, 1 I I Please
Thornton Tile
And Marble
612 So. 9th 753-5719
Don George
has something
of interest to you.
Don George is your local Navy recruiter, and he'has
something of interest for you that could change sour
whole life- - for the better. Don George has details
on special Navy scholarships and _officer-training
programs, any one. of ,which could be just what
you're looking for. Not just for now, but for your
future, too. Be sure to make a note of the time and
place and find out what Don George has to say.
Date: Monday & Thursday of each week•
Time: 9:30 a,.m. to 6:00 p. m. •
Place: Bel Air Shopping Center
Be Someone Special in the Navy.
-of •
Don George
Be! Air Shopping Center
753-6439
•
Central Shopping Center, 753-5865  •
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Turkish Officials Fear Quake
Death Toll Will Top 4,000
MURADIYE, Turkey ( AP) —Bodies
lined the courtyards of mosques and
narrow streets in rubble-strewn
villages of eastern Turkey today as
survivors worked to bury thousands of
earthquake victims. Officials here
placed the death toll at 3,500 and said
they feared it would exceed 4,000.
International aid arrived by airlift
and officials said that by Friday most
survivors had shelter, blankets and
food to face the bitter winter weather
that has prevailed since Wednesday's
quake.
"Contact has been established with
all villages in the Muradiye area," said
_Mevlut Sivasoglu, . the acting local
governor. "But not all of them can be
reached overland. These villages are
still being supplied by military
helicopters, which also bring out their
wounded."
Snowstorms, caved-in roads and
rugged terrain have hampered rescue
efforts in the quake-prone mountains
near the Iranian border, hit by the
worst quake since a 1939 tremor that
killed 30,000 persons around Erzincan,
220 miles to the northwest.
The wOunded, about 1,400 persons in
Muradiye alone, were moved to
hospitals in Van, the provincial capital,
where rescue efforts were being
coordinated. Turhan Feyziogly, deputy
premier of Turkey, said 16 planeloads
of relief supplies had arrived in Van by
Friday.
Worst hit by the quake was the town
of Caldiran, where survivors spent two
nights in subfreezing temperatures
before help arrived.
"We heard the moans and cries of our
relatives from under the rubble all
night Wednesday," said Mehmet Zeki,
who used his bare hands to dig out the
bodies of his three children. "Perhaps if
I had had a pick and shovel I could have
saved them."
"The destruction in Caldiran is
beyond belief," another survivort said.
"It is estimated that only 450 survived
out of 3,000."
Only two buildings were still itanding
in Caldiran.
Officials of the Red Crescent, the
Moslem equivalent of the Red Cross,
said the entire nation seemed to be
responding to calls for blood donations
and other help "in a way which makes
us proud."
The foreign aid arriving included
1,120 tents, 10,000 blankets, stoves and
fuel delivered Friday at the Incirlik air
base in southeastern Turkey by U.S.
military cargo planes from West
Germany.
Iran, West Germany, Italy, and other
nations sent tents, blankets, Medicine
and blood plasma. Saudi Arabia
pledged $5 million.
Controversial Warehouse Lease Six Die On
'Unnecessary' State Auditor Says State Roads
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
A controversial state lease of
a Fayette County warehouse
was unnecessary, state
Auditor George Atkins has
said.
Releasing the results of an
audit of the lease of the James
Pepper distillery warehouse,'
Atkins Friday called it an
example of "arrogance and
ineffkiency in government."
Atkins also told a news
conference that it wasn't his.
place to determine if any laws
were broken. "We say if, in
fact, it's not illegal, it should
be," he said.
Plans to lease the
warehouse from Development
Land, Inc., were made in the
Department of Finance and
Administration three weeks
before an alleged emergency
occuLred to justify granting
the lease without public notice




approved the lease from the
firm, headed by Robert S.
Miller.
Miller was Gov. 'Julian
Carroll's 1975 Fayette County
campaign chairman.
• The lease was ordered
cancelled last month by
Carroll after a special com-
mission conducted a probe of
the lease to Miller and Frank-
fort businessman Rodney
Ratliff.
The Franklin County grand
jury currently is investigating
the case, as is the commission
headed by Atty. Gen. Robert
Funerals
Services Scheduled
For Mrs. Tabers On
Sunday Afternoon
Funeral services for Mrs.
May G. Tabers, who died in a
St. Louis, Mo., hospital
Wednesday, will be held
Sunday at 1 p. m. in the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home.
Mrs. Tabers, a resident of
Melber, Ky., is survived by
her husband, Avery (Bill)
Tabers of Melber; three sons,
Robert Ray Robertson,
Granite City, Ill., Harold G.
Robertson, Arnold, Mo., and
Daniel Lee Tabers, Overland,
Mo. She is also survived by
three sisters, Mrs. James
I Nina) Scoggins, Springfield,
Mo., Mrs. Ray Ruby) Satou,
Florissant, Mo., and Mrs.
Ruth Smith, Rt. 2, Murray;
and one brother, Lora Lofton
of Graves County.
Also surviving are 11
grandchildren and 5 great-
grandchildren.
She was a member of St.
John's Baptist Church in St.
Louis. Rev. Stevens Cobb will
officiate at the funeral. Burial
._ will be in the Kirksey
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the Max
Churchill Funeral home.
Stephens.
Atkins said his report will be
turned over to both groups.
The lease was signed Oct. 1,
the same day'that Miller and
Ratliff purchased the
warehouse for $335,884. The
lease called for a maximum
annual rent of $321,816.
Atkins noted that the space
was to be used either for a
University of Kentucky motor
pool or a food storage
warehouse.
His report recommended
that the motor pool be on or
near the Kentucky campus.
"Any consolidation of state
Department of Agriculture
food commodities should be




that Carroll spell out the
definition of an "emergency"
relating to the leasing of real
estate and give it the weight of
law through executive
regulation that would be'
enacted by the next General
Assembly. •
In ordering the lease
cancelled, Carroll said that
McClure had made "a
mistake in judgment."
Atkins said that McClure
continued to defend, rather
than explain his part in the
lease.
Burley Prices Increase
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP ) —
Kentucky burley prices
increased by an average of 53
cents per hundred pounds
Friday after a one-day
Thanksgiving market recess.
Growers sold 9,906,166
pounds of burley for
$11,613,259, an average of
$117.23 per hundred pounds.
Friday's average was 53
cents above Wednesday's
average price per hundred
pounds of $116.70.
Most of the 27 Kentucky
markets conducting sales
Fri,Elay paid an average price






1,477,909 pounds of burley for
$1,732,938, an average of
$117.26.
Shelbyville brought the
day's top average price of
$119.25, where 148,154 pounds
of leaf moved for $176,676.
Friday's low average was
recorded at Somerset, where
227,322 pounds moved for
$258,143, an average 0( 8113.56.
By The Associated Press
Kentucky traffic accidents
have claimed at least six lives
so far this Thanksgiving
holiday weekend, authorities
said.
The deaths, as of Friday
night, raised the state traffic
fatality toll for the year to 781,
compared with 780 through
this time last year, state
police said.
James B. Egner, deputy
Jefferson County coroner.
said Mrs. Mary E. Jacoway.
7L- and- Lewis C. Jones, 52,
both of Louisville, were killed
in a one-car crash on River
Road in Louisville Friday.
Two persons were injured in
the accident, Egner said.
Oscar Hill, 64, of Louisville,
died Thursday of injuries
received when the motorcycle
The was riding was struck by an
automobile, Egner said.
John F. Goatley Jr., 53, of
Louisville, was killed when the
car in which he was driving




Bullock of Mt. Vernon was
struck and killed by a car
Friday about 10 miles west of
Mt.. Vernon on KY 618, stile
police said.'
Prentice Harrison Colson,
66, of Murray, was killed
Friday when he fell from the
rear of a pickup truck about 8
miles east of Murray on KY 94
in Calloway County,'according
to state police.
U. S. Rivals And Allies Join
Forces In Rebuke Over Vote
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.
(AP) — U.S. allies and rivals
joined forces in a 124-1 vote
with only three abstentions to
rebuke the United States for
its repeated refusal to let
Vietnam into the United 
Nations,
Only Britain, West Ger-
many and Israel abstained
Friday, and the United States
cast the lone negative vote
against a General Assembly
resolution that rejected as
trivial U.S. arguments against
admitting Vietnam.
The measure declared
Vietnam fully qualified for
membership and demanded
that the Security Council
reconsider its application.
The United States vetoed
Hanoi's application Nov. 15 in
the Security Council, arguing
that Vietnam was not
humanitarian enough for U.N.
membership because it has
failed to account for 800
Americans still missing In
action (MIA) after the Viet-
nam War.
"Whatever problems it may
have at this ̀particular time in
accounting for the Americans
... are trivial in comparison
with the great causes that are
being discussed here this
morning," said Sri Lanka's
ambassador, T . D .
Kanakaratne, who introduced





for your appointment through Dec. 6th
the nonaligned group.
But U.S. Ambassador
William W. Scranton made it
clear that another attempt to
admit Vietnam would meet
another U.S. veto. He said the
jrnitoct States will _rnntinve to
insist that Hanoi "provide all
the information in their
possession on the missing in
action and they will return to
us all recoverable remains of
our dead."
Vietnam's U.N. observer,
Dinh Ba Thi, said the MIA
issue has not been resolved
because of "the attitude of the
American government, which
has shown no serious desire to
solve this problem."
The Vietnamese insist the
MIA issue must be negotiated
in connection with their
demand for U.S. war recon-
struction aid. American and
Vietnamese officials have
begun meeting on these issues
in Paris.
The large vote for Hanoi
reflects a widely held feeling
at the United Nations that
Vietnam, after its long
struggle for independence and
_unity, deserves to be admitted
to the world body.
The United States vetoed the
admission of North and South
Vietnam on Aug. 11, 1975, on
the grounds that the council
had refused to consider an
application from South Korea.
Vietnam subsequently
reapplied as a unified nation,
but a vote was put off until
after the U.S. presidential
elections, when it was
believed that the MIA issue
would be less likely to prompt
a veto. Many U.N. diplomats
expressed surprise at the U.S:
veto Nov. 15.
An opossurn.at birth is about





director of the Library for the
Blind and Physically Han-
dicapped (LBPH) in Frank-
fort, has been appointed
permanent director, ac-
cording Oa Charles F. Hinds,
state Librarian. The LBPH is
a division of the Kentucky
Department of Library and
Archives.
"Ruschival has already
demonstrated his ability. He is
an outstanding young man and
we are delighted to have him
head our library for the blind
and physically handicapped,"
Hinds said.
Ruschival joined the LBPH
in January, 1974. He became
assistant to the LBPH
librarian in 1975, and in late
August was appointed acting
director. Ruschival attended
the School for the Blind in
Louisville and graduated from
Murray State University with
a degree in history.
The, LBPH provides
"talking books" — records
and tapes — to some 2,600
blind and physically han-
dicapped persons in Ken-
tucky. The Library of
Congress, he explained,
provides tapes and records to
the LBPH to lend its patrons.
Ruschival said the LBPH
defines a physically han-
dicapped person as one whose
physical condition prevents
him or her from reading or
holding a conventional book.
Schedule Of Events At MSU
Monday, November 29, 1971
Classes resume from the
Thanksgiving holidays at 7:30 a. m. on
the Murray State campus.
Advanced registration will begin for
the 1977 spring semester at 9 a. m. in




There is to be an exhibit in the Clara
M. Eagle Gallery located in the Fine
Arts Center including paintings and
drawings by Cynthia D. Womble,
Paducah; drawings and paintings by
William J. Easley, Nicholasville;
paintings and drawings by Evelyn M.
Cox, Radcliff; and works in 3-D by
Mary Handshy, Springfield, Ill.
Tuesday, November 30
The Royal Lipizzan Stallions from
Austria will appear in a special
exhibition in the Livestock Show and
Exposition Center one mile West of the
campus on College Farm Road
beginning at 7:30 p. m. The stallions are
descendents of those rescued from the
I Let's Stay Well
Reconstruction Of Breast
Russian advance by the late Gen.
George S. Patton during the end of
World War H. All tickets are $5.50 and
sold at the door.
The Murray State University Sym-
phony Orchestra will present a concert
under the direction of Prof. Neal•Mason
at 8:15 in Lovett Auditorium. There is




Paintings by Jim Cantrell, Bard-
stown, Ky. will be exhibited in the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery located in the
Fine Arts Center.
Wednesday, December 1
The sixth annual Kentucky Criminal
Justice System Conference will be held
from 6 to 9 p. m. in Room 208 of Faculty
Hall. Kentucky Bureau of Corrections
Commissioner David Bland will be the
keynote speaker. There is no admission
charge. The public is invited.
Thursday, December 2
Pianist Van Cliburn will appear in a
concert sponsored by the Murray Civic
Music Association at 8:15 p. m. in
Lovett Auditorium. Admission by
membership card only. Murray State




Master of Arts in Education Degree will
be given from 8:30 to 11:30 a. m. in the
Education Building. For additional
information, contact the departmental
chairman in your area of emphasis.
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) will
be given in Room 208 of Faculty Hall at
8:30 a. m.
Law School Admission Test will be
given in Room 652 of the Education
Building at 8:30 a. m.
Murray State Racers will meet
Butler University of Indianapolis, Ind.
to open their 1976-77 basketball home
season. Tbe game is at 7:30 p. m. in
Murray State's Fieldhouse. Murray's
women's teams will meet the Southeast
Missouri University Women's teams at
5:30p. m.
About 90.000 women kw a
breast each year in the United
State because of a mastectomy
for cancer. Yet only a limited
number of these women have
the benefit of breast reconstruc-
tion through plastic surgery.
At a recent meetuig of the
American Society of Plastic and
Reconstructive Surgeons in
"Boston, a scientific exhibit on
breast reconstruction by
Thumas Cronin, M.D., professor
of plastic surgery at Baylor Col-
lege'of Medicine in Houston, won
a blue ribbon. He reported on
consecutive cases.
if. 196z Dr. Cronin invented an
indwelling silicone rubber
prosthesis for cosmetic breast
augmentation. Later, he began
to use the prosthesis for women
who had had a breast removed
for cancer or other reasons.
While he had done such breast
reconstruction as early as four
days after a mastectomy, he
prefers to wait three or four
By F.J.L Blasingarne, MD.
months to give the woman time
to "evaluate the absence of her
breast and the scarring." ac-
cording to a quote in a summary
report in Medical World News.
Other surgeons at the meeting
expressed preference that
reconstructive surgery follow
ideally immediktely after the
general surgery rather than to
delay and reoperate.
Both' groups agree that the
nipple and surrounding areola
area should be preserved. It
could be temporarily grafted in.
the groin for later use if nece.s-.
a ry
For several reasons. Dr
Cronin believes that postmaget-
tomy reconstruction will beeome
much more popular. Some of the
reasons are:
Breast cancers are being
discovered early so that exten-
sive surgery is not as often
necessary.
-- Most general surgeons are
finding that such radical opera-
tions to treat many cases are not
need-ed.
-- Women are learning about
the possibility o( their having
breast reconstruction.
"Women enjoy .the restoration
of body symmetry.
-- Insurance coverage is im-
proving for such reconstructive
surgery.
Dr- Cronin is further quoted as
saying, "Up to now, surgeons
have not given a thought to any-
thing but cutting cancer away to
save a woman's life. Now, we
plastic surgeons are trying to
pass the word. to 'think
reconstruction; -- to improve the
quality_of that saved life.-
Ct. Mr. W.C., 50 years old, gates
that he has been overwieght
most of his life but is now
troubled with a chmoic low
backache._ When he travels, he
occassionally sleeps on a firm
mattress with no relief. Would a
board under his mattress at
home help'
A] One night on a firm mat-
tress won't help a backache from
arthritis of the spine, which you
probably have at your age
However, regular use of a firm
mattress may give enough
splinting of your back during
sleep to be helpfuL I suggest that
you place boards under your old
mattress. Weight reduction and
regular exercise, even walking,
should' help. I also suggest that
you see your physician for a
checkup, especially if your back-
ache has any associated pain
down the back of your thughs.
Q. Ms. D.M. asks whether ear
wax can cause a chronic cough.
A: The inner portion of the
canal leading down to the
eardrum and parts of the drum
have a nerve supply related to
the throat. If the ear canal and
drum are irritated, as by wax, a
desire to cough may result The
ears should be examined to rule
out such a cause in any chronic
cough.
Button, Button
Who's got the Button?
Therrnador's got the Buffon!
Neu Thermador Thermatronie Portable Therosaie (hens
Defrost ... Cook... Brown Sta,!•llot
These are for when
you can't wait to eat.
OFF LOW MED HIGH
DEFROST BROWNER
This one's for when you
have to wait to eat.
STAY.HOT CONTROL
$499"
MODEL MC I 7
• Stay Hot Control maintains food at serving temperature without
overcooking Crisps food that need to be crisp Keeps rolls,
breads - - and even plates warn', Push bar control
• Three Power Levels Push button controls Low and medium
for defrosting and for cooking lobs that need more time High
for typical, fost microwave cooking
• Browner Element Adds the -finished- look to the food
• Simulated rosewood control ponel
• Black glass door
• Stainless steel interior
5 YR.
TUBE WARRANTY
ID I.IFO PAW'S ••• -s—.-
- ....sker
- . • .
THERMADOR HEADQUARTERS
_..aigiaget, 753 11. 1Idmid
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